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UVOD
Pred Vama je znanstveno-stručni časopis koji je promijenio naziv iz Učenje za poduzetništvo u
Obrazovanje za poduzetništvo. Časopis Obrazovanje za poduzetništvo objavljuje izvorne znanstvene i stručne radove koji neposredno ili posredno reflektiraju tematiku odgoja, učenja i obrazovanja za poduzetništvo te povezanih tema. Svrha časopisa promocija je znanosti i struke u obrazovanju za poduzetništvo. Cilj časopisa doprinos je razvoju empirijskih, metodoloških, teorijskih
i praktičnih spoznaja u području odgoja, učenja i obrazovanja za poduzetništvo te srodnih disciplina. Tematska orijentiranost časopisa je na društvenim znanostima s fokusom na ekonomiju, poduzetništvo i upravljanje te disciplinama koje se bave odgojem, učenjem i obrazovanjem
za poduzetništvo. Časopis Obrazovanje za poduzetništvo podržava regionalno i međunarodno
usmjerenje i namijenjen je akademskoj, gospodarskoj i društvenoj zajednici. Uredništvo prima isključivo prethodno neobjavljene radove na hrvatskom i engleskom jeziku i to samo u
elektroničkom obliku na adresu journal@zrinski.org. Časopis provodi dvostruko slijepi recenzijski postupak u kojem recenzenti daju preporuku o klasifikaciji i objavljivanju zaprimljenih radova.
Volumen 4 časopisa Obrazovanje za poduzetništvo objavljuje selektirane članke s 4.
Međunarodne konferencije o učenju za poduzetništvo – ICEL4 koju svake godine organizira nakladnik časopisa. Tema konferencije bila je Izazovi i mogućnosti za društveni (ekonomski) razvoj
s glavnim ciljem razvijanja novog načina razumijevanja učenja za poduzetništvo tj. prihvaćanja
poduzetništva kao obrazovne, društvene i ekonomske vrijednosti te samim time stvaranje
mogućnosti za razvoj poduzetničkih kompetencija ključnih za cjeloživotno učenje, na svim razinama obrazovanja. Osim glavnog cilja tj. prihvaćanja poduzetništva kao vrijednosti, cilj je osigurati
bolje razumijevanje novih pristupa vodstvu i upravljanju poduzetništva, različitih načina za postizanje uspjeha u učenju za poduzetništvo, strategija i politika za obrazovanje za poduzetništvo, inovacija u učenju za poduzetništvo, dinamike poduzetništva i umrežavanja i strategije partnerstva u razvoju poduzetništva.
Glavni urednici
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INTRODUCTION
What you have in front of you is a new issue of the academic journal which has changed its title from Entrepreneurial Learning to Education for Entrepreneurship. The journal Education for
Entrepreneurship publishes original scientific and professional papers that indirectly or directly
reflect the topics of education, learning and education for entrepreneurship as well as other related topics. The aim of the journal is to contribute to the development of empirical, methodological, theoretical and practical knowledge in the field of education, learning, education for entrepreneurship and related disciplines. The journal covers topics in the field of social sciences with a
focus on economics, entrepreneurship, managment and disciplines dealing with education, learning and education for entrepreneurship. It is an international journal intended for the academic,
economic and social community. The editorial board accepts only previously unpublished papers
in Croatian and English language which should be submitted in electronic form to the following
address journal@zrinski.org. The journal uses a double-blind review process in which reviewers
give recommendation on the classification and publication of submitted papers.
Volume four of the jounal Education for Entrepreneurship includes selected articles from the
fourth International Conference on Entrepreneurial Learning – ICE4, organized by the publisher of the journal every year. The conference theme was Challenges and Opportunities for Social
(Economic) Development with the aim of developing a new way of understanding entrepreneurial learning i.e., accepting entrepreneurship as an educational, social and economic value which
would result in creating possibilities for developing entrepreneurial competencies that are essential for lifelong learning at all levels of education. In addition to the main aim, accepting entrepreneurship as a value, there is also the aim to ensure a better understanding of: new approaches
to leadership and management of entrepreneurship; different ways to achieve success in entrepreneurial learning; strategies and policies for education for entrepreneurship; innovations in entrepreneurial learning; the dynamics of entrepreneurship and networking; as well as partnership
strategies in developing entrepreneurship.
Editors in chief

Knowledge and skills that are needed to
maintain life-long activities of modern society
Marjana Merkač Skok, Faculty of Commercial and Business Sciences, Lava 7, 3000 Celje, Slovenia,
tel. +386 31 625 549, marjana.merkac@fkpv.si

Abstract
The research question to which we seek an answer in this paper, refers to the knowledge
and skills that training of relevant professionals should provide in order to help the population of modern society to remain in good intellectual and physical condition. Today‘s
society is aging, social policies of many countries strive to exceed the working-age of the
population.
Therefore, it is important to keep people in good intellectual and physical condition. In society there is a need for training of competent trainers and organizers for getting this kind of
condition for life. In Slovenia, several companies and institutions deal with the implementation of activities for active leisure time in various forms and levels of professional approach,
so it is possible to conclude that the labor market of the future will need experts with relevant formal knowledge, especially if this knowledge is supported by knowledge of entrepreneurship. Like here in Slovenia, such formal programs to train experts for the trainers of an
active society with the intertwined knowledge of some basic economics and business studies, entrepreneurship and the use of advanced skills, for example, kinesiology don‘t yet exist
abroad. The listed skills are dispersed in a wide variety of study programs of various schools
in the field of sports medicine, gerontology, etc., in individual courses. Graduates are given only partial knowledge of certain content, for example, on a healthy diet, coaching in
sport and recreational sport, organizing events, animation of guests, etc... In the transparent study of training providers for an active life and existing formal training programs in Slovenia and abroad, we found that in the field of training for intellectual and physical condition of people, the need to raise awareness in society and the need for training of relevant
professionals, especially those who would combine its mission with an entrepreneurial opportunity, did occur.
Educational programs that would co-create a better quality of life and work in the local and
wider environment and significantly contribute to the overall social development with its innovative program design and a clear strategy, could fill the gap on what the existing market
of entrepreneurship education has to offer. This would be an important contribution to the
economic, social and cultural development of society.
Key words: modern society, lifelong activity, organizer of the active life, learning for
entrepreneurship
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1. Active society
The population of modern society should remain in good intellectual and physical condition.
This statement is included in several global and local politics and strategies all over the world. We
can find some good practices in communities in Canada, Australia, India, Europe etc. It is obvious,
that there is a relationship between active engagement in life activities (leisure, social, and instrumental activities of daily living) and quality of life. This is valid for all generations, from youth over
active working life period to seniors.

EU contribution
For instance, the European Year for active agening and solidarity among generations 2012
(http://ec.europa.eu/archives/ey2012/), was intended to raise awareness of the contribution that
older people make to society. It seeked to encourage policymakers and relevant stakeholders
at all levels to take action with the aim of creating better opportunities for active ageing and
strengthening solidarity between generations. Active ageing means growing old in good health
and as a full member of society, feeling more fulfilled in our jobs, more independent in our daily lives and more involved as citizens. No matter how old we are, we can still play our part in society and enjoy a better quality of life. The challenge is to make the most of the enormous potential that we harbour even at a more advanced age. The European Year 2012 promoted areas of:
•

Employment – as life expectancy increases across Europe, pension ages are rising, but
many fear that they will not be able to stay in their current jobs or to find another job until
they can retire on a decent pension. We must give older workers better chances in the
labour market.

•

Participation in society – retiring from one‘s job does not mean becoming idle. The contribution of older people to society as carers for others, typically their own parents or
spouses and their grandchildren is often overlooked and so is their role as volunteers. The
European Year seeks to ensure greater recognition of what older people bring to society
and create more supportive conditions for them.

•

Independent living – our health declines as we grow old, but a lot can be done to cope
with this decline. And quite small changes in our environment can make a big difference
to people suffering from various health impairments and disabilities. Active ageing also
means empowering us as we age so that we can remain in charge of our own lives as long
as possible.

EU contributes to the active ageing agenda and shows that the EU is a strong partner in this
regard. The objective is to inspire more determined efforts in all Member States to promote active ageing, thereby ensuring that solidarity between generations can withstand the test of population ageing (http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=738&langId=en&pubId=6920&type=2&f
urtherPubs=yes).
For the future years, there are Europe 2020 initiatives and the EU‘s growth strategy (http://
ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?langId=en&catId=956), with five ambitious objectives - on employment, innovation, education, social inclusion and climate/energy - to be reached by 2020.
The three flagship initiatives of the Europe 2020 strategy that fall under the areas of employment, social affairs and inclusion are:
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•

Youth on the move: aims to improve young people‘s chances of finding a job by helping
students and trainees gain experience in other countries, and improving the quality and
attractiveness of education and training in Europe;

•

An agenda for new skills and jobs: aims to give fresh momentum to labour market reforms
to help people gain the right skills for future jobs, to create new jobs and overhaul EU
employment legislation;

•

European platform against poverty and social exclusion: aims to bolster work at all levels
to reach the agreed EU headline target of lifting at least 20 million people out of poverty
and exclusion by 2020.

Canada case
In some countries, there are special initiatives for young people. For instance in Canada,
as a part part of the Canadian Active After School Partnership (CAASP) (http://www.phecanada.ca/resources/active-living-after-school), which aims to enhance the delivery of quality after
school programs, the Active Living After School (ALAS) initiative has been developed to assist after school program administrators in delivering high quality programs that involve increased access and opportunity to engage in physical activity and healthy living. With a focus on moderate to vigorous physical activity and healthy eating, the objective of ALAS is to help ensure that
all children and youth, regardless of their age, abilities, gender, culture, or socioeconomic status,
have the basic skills necessary to be healthy and enjoy the benefits of lifelong physical activity. To
help achieve this objective, PHE Canada has partnered with Canadian Tire Jumpstart, a registered
national charity who is dedicated to removing barriers to help children participate in organized
sport and recreation. The ALAS initiative provides two main components: a How-to Guide and an
ALAS Activity Kit. The How-to Guide has been designed to be a convenient one-stop resource that
highlights the critical elements of a successful after school program and provides information and
practical tips for ensuring that physical activity and healthy eating are integral components of all
after school programs.
Another interesting programme on healthy living and its several social benefits is promoted in
Ontario. (http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/curriculum/secondary/health1112curr.pdf) Healthy active living benefits both individuals and society in many ways – for example, by increasing productivity, improving morale, decreasing absenteeism, reducing health-care costs,and heightening
personal satisfaction. Other benefits include improved psychological wellbeing, physical capacity,
self-esteem, and the ability to cope with stress. The expectations within this curriculum promote
healthy active living through the development of physical, social, and personal skills.This practical, balanced approach will help students move successfully beyond secondary school. ….The
health and physical education curriculum also promotes important educational values and goals
such as tolerance, understanding, excellence, and good health.These values are reinforced in other curriculum areas, as well as in society itself. Parents, schools, health-care agencies, peers, businesses, government, and the media are all vital partners in helping promote these values to students.Working together, schools and communities can be powerful allies in motivating students
to achieve their potential and lead safe, healthy lives… For example, all of these subject areas
share the goals of developing life-management skills, interacting positively,working independently and collaboratively, enhancing healthy lifestyles,and examining contemporary social issues.
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Australia case
In Australia, for instance, the new strategy for citizens was developed: The Healthy Eating and
Active Living Strategy aims to encourage the people of NSW to make healthy lifestyle choices and
to be supported in their choices by health-focused planning, built environment and transport initiatives, as well as improved access to healthier foods and improved food labelling. http://www.
health.nsw.gov.au/obesity/Publications/nsw-healthy-eating-strategy.pdf Strategic directions
were concerning all stakeholders: Environments to support healthy eating and active living; statewide healthy eating and active living support programs; healthy eating and active living advice as
part of routine service delivery; education and information to enable informed, healthy choices.
The aim was to encourage the community to make healthy lifestyle changes and support healthier living trough better planning and transport solutions. The objectives were to reduce intake of
energy-dense nutrient-poor food and drinks; increase consumption of fruit and vegetables; increase incidental, moderate and vigorous physical activity; reduce time spent in sedentary behaviours; increase community awareness of healthy eating and physical; activity as protective factors
against chronic disease and to increase intake of water in preference to sugar-sweetened drinks.
It is increasingly recognized that active participation in diverse physical, cognitive, and social
activities can promote older adults’ quality of life, including physical and mental health. (Horowitz, Vanner, 2010, p. 130-150). The Barrow‘s Active Living For All (ALFA) project was instigated
in 2002 with the aim of promoting active living and therefore improving health amongst three
distinct groups of the population of Barrow Borough: older adults, young women and girls, and
young men and boys. The authors were commissioned to undertake a retrospective evaluation
of the project covering July 2002 to November 2004. Because of the retrospective nature of the
task, the evaluation team had to rely on the monitoring data as presented by the programme
plus an examination of documentary sources and (semi-structured) interviews with service users, managers and providers. A study of the bid documents and previous research into local need
was also carried out. Further to this, a mapping exercise took place to note the use of ALFA by
other providers across the area. The article reports on two particular aspects of the evaluation of
ALFA: the background and development of the programme and the multi-agency partnership relationships that were established. The authors conclude that by researching and consulting, ALFA
could offer a range of activities and sports that fulfil the identified needs of local people and thus
the project engaged a considerable number of people within their target groups. (Simmil-Binning, Paylor, 2007, p.114-120). Social entrepreneurship is also one part of the paradigm of active
live and modern society. “Both science and those active within the societal entrepreneurship area
need further knowledge and understanding about the phenomenon. By identifying and mapping
out processes within societal entrepreneurship, opportunities to create knowledge and understanding are created. The purpose of this study has been to empirically study processes within
societal entrepreneurship initiatives and compare them with a theoretical process map. The purpose has also been to confirm and develop this map. Three cases of societal entrepreneurship
have been studied. Several data sources have been used to find activities and tasks within the initiatives. These have then been analysed using the process map. The empirical studies have confirmed and developed the theoretical process map that shows how societal value is crated within societal entrepreneurship. A process map of the societal entrepreneurship area that seems to
cover general principles is presented.”

EDUCATION FOR ENTREPRENEURSHIP - E4E
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Active living as a way of life
Active living is a way of life that integrates physical activity into your everyday routines, such
as walking to the store or biking to work. Active living brings together urban planners, architects,
transportation engineers, public health professionals, activists and other professionals to build
places that encourage active living and physical activity. One example includes efforts to build
sidewalks, crosswalks, pedestrian crossing signals and other ways for children to walk safely to
and from school, as seen in the Safe Routes to School programme, Recreational opportunities
(parks, fitness centres etc.) close to the home or workplace, walking trails and bike lanes for transportation also encourage a more active lifestyle. Active living is a combination of physical activity and recreation activities aimed at the general public to encourage a healthier lifestyle. (http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Active_living). Society has many meanings - what is also known as a society: an organized group of persons associated together for religious, benevolent, cultural, scientific, political, patriotic, or other purposes; a body of individuals living as members of a community; community; human beings collectively, viewed as members of a community; a highly structured system of human organization for large-scale community living that normally furnishes protection, continuity, security, and a national identity for its members: such a system characterized
by its dominant economic class or form; those with whom one has companionship; companionship; company; the social life of wealthy, prominent, or fashionable persons; the social class that
comprises such persons; the condition of those living in companionship with others, or in a community, rather than in isolation.

2. Life-long learning, personal development and career
Numerous researches show that at the level of society, as well as at the level of the enterprises and the level of individuals the increasing attention is devoted to the promotion of learning and personal development. “Knowledge-workers are the greatest managerial challenge of the
21st century. They must be considered as a valuable resource and not as a cost – they represent
a competitive advantage of expert organisations” (Drucker, 2001). What makes people study and
learn, even after their graduation, and after receiving their job, after getting employed, after getting retaired? Which things today ensure employability for the individual and growth, development and profit for the enterprise and active living in all periods of life? In the knowledge society
a formal education, which allows people to make a career, to get a specific job, to complete certain tasks and comply with specific occupational standards, is no longer enough. You have to be
(pro)active, in good mental and phisycal condition. Not only to be fit for the career – but to be fit
for quality living. Shoffner Creager (2010, p. 482-527) published a review of the 2010 career counselling and development research, that presents “the breadth and depth of topics published in
the field ranging from children’s conceptions of career to employee burnout. Her review covers
topics in the career literature on professional issues, career theory and concepts, career development, the world of work, career assessment and technology, and career interventions. The author summarizes the 2010 research to provide information and direction to career practitioners,
theorists, and researchers”.
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Promotion of learning
Promotion of learning is important in today’s society, especially regarding the connection between environmental characteristics (variables in the society) and individual characteristics of
person being interested in personal development. Similar to Drucker’s observations on increasing attention to the promotion of learning, mentioned above, conclusions have been also reached
by Peter Senge, which can be implemented also in society as well: “Today, a competitive advantage of an enterprise is it’s ability to learn and hold on to that path. People who want to learn
must master five disciplines: they must know how to abandon their old thought patterns; understand how their organisation really functions – systematic thinking; discuss common vision and
then cooperate with others in order to achieve common goals – team learning.” (Micklethwait,
Woolridge, 2000, p. 146). We can reasonable connect this pattern to all areas of life. “According
to the Drucker’s vision of the new organisation the business of the future will be based on knowledge-based and personal initiative. Each individual will participate in the recognition and solving
of problems, which shall allow for constant experimenting and improvements of the organisation’s operation, while managers of the learning organisation will have to ensure that learning is
carried out throughout the entire organisation.” (Dimovski et al., 2005, p. 52). The principles that
are stated for managers of learning organisations can be seen as very useful for managers and experts, that would organize active living in active society. We can assume, that study programmes
for this kind of experts and managers are going to be in demand in the near future.

Personal development
When a person is in his active, vital living years, it is not all just about career and promotion
in someone’s profession. It is about much more. It is about personal development. About holistic
personal development in mental and physical area as well as in the field of professional, personal, and social development. Every individual steems toward growth and personal development. In
order to achieve the set growth objective, the person must draft a plan through which the set objective shall be achieved. Each individual plans personal development for himself. Since personal development takes place within an organisation, where the individual works, the organisation
will – if it wants to be successful – support the individual, guide him or her and assist him or her
with the achievement of the set objectives (Tavčar 1999, p. 273). But personal development does
not takes place only within an organisation. It takes place in his private life, in his private time.
The person has to develop also mentally and phisicaly, to become and stay an active member of
community. And, if the person wants to be successful, he needs a lot of support as the individual,
guidance and assistance with the achievement of the set objectives. Author (Tavčar 1999, p. 273)
states that planning of personal development comprises a critical judgement of one’s own abilities, knowledge of possible careers and opportunities for such careers, setting of objectives and
the preparation of a plan for achieving these objectives.
•

Judgement of one’s own abilities. Everyone has to define his/her interests, abilities, values
and intentions. Everything needs to be verified during one’s own development, since this
is the only way to find out what we are capable of and what we want. When we judge
ourselves, we should classify our findings as strengths and weaknesses and arrange them
according to their importance.

EDUCATION FOR ENTREPRENEURSHIP - E4E
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•

Exploration of possible directions and opportunities for personal development. A lot of
information can be acquired through informal discussions and conversations with well familiarised co-workers of individual organisations. Public sources, i.e. tenders, summaries,
guides and publications of individual organisations also contain much useful information.

•

Setting of personal development objectives. The setting of objectives must be based on
the judgement of one’s own capabilities, i.e. one’s own advantages and weaknesses, as
well as opportunities in the environment.

•

Plan for achieving personal development objectives. When we align facts, we prepare an
actual plan which contains activities and deadlines. The plan must take into account the
interests of organisation and interests of all who participate in the plan. It is important
that a person sticks to the plan and that the plan is correspondingly adapted in the event
of changed circumstances. During the planning process one must also take into account:
adaptability, alternative plans and harmonisation of personal development and private
life. Especially the latter judgement is one of the most difficult in the light of personal development planning.

Help to grow – consultants, mentors, coaches
When planning individuals’ personal development and career we must ((Werner, DeSimone,
2009, p. 384-392) emphasize the completeness of personal development, which is the result of
professional knowledge, development of personality and work development. All three components are joined together in personal development of individual. The latter are characterised by
mutual interlacing and are often difficult to separate. Professional development usually represents the completed level of formal or informal education. This also includes the shaping of a person through education, the choice of profession, training and advanced training, which provides
for a person’s promotion at work. Personal development is defined as the development of personal characteristics of an individual in a broader sense. With this we refer to a combination of
personal attributes, values, inclinations, motives, positions and interests which, together with the
individual’s abilities and knowledge, as well as work achievements comprise the complete personality. We usually need help to grow. There are several possibilities, from consultancy to mentoring and coaching. We use this type of help in career development, but also in a personal development as a whole, while being proactive in planning and achieving active life style.
Consultancy performs several different roles mostly for organization, such as filling gaps in
knowledge, experience or staff avaliability, and advising on direction and strategy. (Wilson, 2007,
p. 15-16)
Mentors are people who impart their own experience, learning and advice to those who have
less experience in the particular field. Like coaches, they may empower and motivate their mentees, but it is not their primary role to do so. (Wilson, 2007, p. 15) Mentoring can be found especially in the working environment, as well as in the study and free time activities. The relationship
between the development of a younger, less experienced individuals, and an older, more experienced individuals, citing Kram (Okurame, 2012), can be formal or informal. Formal mentoring are
those which arise on the basis of correlation between mentors and their clients. Informal types
of mentoring develop naturally. Clients who receive support and assistance, the tutorials in a certain way, they feel obliged to act in accordance with expectations. Mentors act as role models,
they “open doors”, allow the friendship and advice in respect of matters for which the current in-
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dividual performance is lower than expected, which helps in the growth of the individual‘s selfesteem. Mentors act as agents of socialization, guiding clients to work values, create opportunities for clients and provide a supportive environment that an individual becomes an active member of any organization easier.
»Performance coaching is a process which enables people to find and act on the solutions
which are the most congruent and appropriate for them personally. This is achieved through a
dialogue which asists coachees to see new perspectives and achieve greater clarity about the
people and situations around them« (Wilson, 2007, p. 7) The essence of coaching is a collaboration between two individuals where the coach encourages and motivates individuals to recognize their potential and barriers to consciously improve their results. The coach is an individual
and helps other person to facilitate this progress (Ellinger, Bostrom, 1999). The term is often compared to the work of the sports coaches, even the coaches guiding their wards, wondering, but
not in ways that work for their mentees.
Seven principles of coaching (Wilson, 2007, p. 11 - 13):
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

awarness: is the most common outcome that coaching delivers;
responsibility: the core principle of coaching is self-responsibility or taking ownership of
our decisions – we learn better, when we discower things for ourselves than when others
tell us;
self-belief: confidence, that we can do something is the key factor in achieving it (by being
given the space to learn, through making mistakes and achieving goals);
blame-free: mistakes are viewed as learning experiences, coach doesn‘t have an opinion,
he must just help bringing the clarity of purpose, so coachee can uderstand which decision
is congruent with them;
solution focus: when we focus on the solutions (not dell on the problem), the problem
becomes managableand a person can find more energy to deqal with it;
challenge: in a supportive and encouraging environment coach encourages coachee to
look for new perspective, »holds up a mirror«;
action: coaching uncowers new perspectives and awareness, ensures that the energy is
channelled into action and a change of habits.

Coaching is also a part of behavioural choices – since the Hersey and Blanchard (1997) introduced the concept of situational leadership. It is for this that the variables in the environment, in
a concrete situation, such as an individual‘s knowledge, skills and abilities, as well as the complexity of the tasks, determine the frameworks for a variety of management approaches. Also coach
adapts to the characteristics and needs of the individual and helps him on the way of achieving
its objectives by addressing the right questions. Direct interaction, which helps the individual to
coordinated and targeted use of its competences and knowledge. The relationship between the
coach and the individual is a collaborative and confidential, goal-oriented and refers to both interpersonal as personal (“intrapersonal”) content.
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3. Educational programmes, knowledge and skills
For all members of society
Leisure time and its active spending affect all members of society, young people and adults of
working age as well as the elderly. Condition for an active life and active society has to be provided both on the physical and psychological level. In a society we need to ensure initiatives, strategies and policies that promote understanding, change of values and behavior through awareness,
understanding and designing services. Representatives of local communities have to be included,
professional associations, entrepreneurs and individuals as providers and consumers - citizens.
For this purpose, service providers for an active life must be properly trained. In addition to relevant expertise, they should also have knowledge and skills in communication, leadership, organization, use of new technologies and approaches and in entrepreneurship.

Special tretament
Each demographic group needs special treatment and supply. Young people need programmes
linked mainly to physical activity and awareness about healthy nutrition and a healthy lifestyle.
People in their working age also need advice and assistance in managing their life roles, management of time, developments in the field of career and lifelong learning, coordination of professional and private life. Elderly people need integrated counseling: (1) to understand themselves
and their new roles in the family, and for bridging the quandaries of life and management of living milestones, for acceptance of new social roles (departure of adult children from the family,
the retirement of the partner, finding new life content in their free retirement time, integration
into a new social group, the death of a partner, the role of grandfather / grandmother - and for
maintaining balance between work and family, counseling the young, assistance in occupation of
their adult children, managing the role of the consumer - transition to active citizenship ). (2) In
order to maintain their employability, reintegration into the labor market or to create new jobs,
which subsequently pass into the hands of the young (3) Advice to engage in voluntary work in
the Slovenian area and to create new volunteer roles. (4) For all this, the elderly need the knowledge. They need advice from experts, consultants. Because of these diverse needs, the University for the Third Age has introduced integrated counseling for active later years in life. The industrial period had characteristic models of life in retirement, older people left out at the edge of the
main stream of social events. This situation is unhealthy for them and for the society. (Findeisen,
2013). During the period of recession, the older adults take increased notice of voluntary support
and other active roles, they are developing an in-depth interest of the government and local communities and devote them more space in their policies. Many elderly are entering in the consultation process with clearly articulated wishes. Increased awareness and acquisition of skills in various fields among the elderly is one of the most important motives for education. Recently the desire to learn new technologies and foreign languages prevails, especially English. They are aware
of their separation on non-use of the Internet, e-communication and English language. In teaching this knowledge, the elderly are often guided by children or grandchildren. Acquisition of new
knowledge contributes to increasing motivation and self-esteem. (Bizovičar, 2009)
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Cases of good practice
In Slovenia there are some organisations that work with active living style of the elderly. One
of the most known is the University of the third age, as mentioned above. Many different projects
are also developed, among them is CDU Univerzum in partnership with different non-goverment
organisations and associations which set up a web portal designed to promote lifelong learning
activities, the Center of lifelong learning of the urban Ljubljana region (http://www.cvzu-lur.si/).
Members of the network and other users are given access to databases and materials for selflearning, promoting lifelong learning and enabled the access to information and counseling. The
Lifelong Learning Center for the Ljubljana Urban Region (LUR LLCs) allows extended operation of
advisory and information services, independent learning and learning of all kinds of information
with communication support for adults and youth, with an emphasis on non-formal learning. The
project uses funds from the European structural funds. All activities of LLCs LUR are free and accessible to all who wish to acquire certain knowledge. The portal provides free access to materials which authors considered the key competences for lifelong learning: the field of communicating in the mother tongue and a foreign language, computer literacy, interpersonal and social competences, civic competence, how to learn, mathematical literacy and competences in science and
technology and entrepreneurship.
In 2011 in Slovenia, an extremely exciting and successful volunteer project called Simbioza
was created. This project connects Slovenia. (http://www.simbioza.eu/sl/2013/predstavitev). It is
a social innovation, which brought together wisdom and youth. It revealed that intergenerational cooperation is the right direction of the future. The computer workshops included more than
20.000 people. The story of computing was given sustainability through the Intergenerational
Center, Simbioza schools and project Simbioza masters. Simbioza is also expanding internationally and carries the good name of Slovenia in the wide world. Simbioza, in its three years of experience, connected more than 20.000 elderly and 9.000 young people across Slovenia in the nation-wide campaign of computer and Internet literacy. The campaign Simbioza has developed a
model of computer workshops for the elderly, where they learn from young people and within a
week they learn about the basics of computer usage. The workshops were free and were based
on intergenerational cooperation and transfer of knowledge from young people to older people.
The authors of Simbioza believe, that it is the right thing to do, to keep the positive energy of the
weekly campaign. They want to create a society where young people learn what wealth of wisdom is hidden in the elderly, and where older people believe in the future, mainly due to the solidarity of young people who offer a hand of cooperation during the week (in October). In October 2014, the Simbioza project will move. They will open sports facilities and give the elderly an
opportunity to learn new sports and attend various training sessions. They plan to get raise all
those who have been waiting for the right moment and get them on their feet. It will be a week
that will change the lives of many people. It will be a week that will wake the younger generation
up, and the older generation will be reminded that there is that something that brings them together. That they can always and everywhere speak the same language. The language of health,
lifestyle, happiness, moments and functional bodies that do not recognize and acknowledge advanced years.
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Knowledge and skills
There are also various service providers In Slovenia in the fields of healthy nutrition, active
free time activities - from fitness centers to sports clubs for children and youth, organization
of events and entertainment of guests. Supply and implementation of services to both extends
to the area of tourism in its broadest sense, and the area of organized leisure (social networking, socializing, travel, courses, and seminars). People, who are involved with the organization
of these activities (voluntary or professional), require different competencies. Some we have already mentioned in the presentation of various good practices. If we look at some of the courses
partly covering the area of training for work in the field of quality of life and active society here in
Slovenia and abroad, they largely enable the following knowledge and skills:
-

In the field of profession (for example, social networking, education, exercise, nutrition)
In the field of social skills (leadership, communication, motivation, teamwork, personal and
personal development)
In the field of new technologies (IT and other technologies, project management, new
approaches and models)
In the field of entrepreneurship (innovation, business skills, marketing, running their own
business venture)

4. Conclusions and projections
What knowledge and skills training of relevant professionals should provide in order to help
the population of modern society to remain in good intellectual and physical condition? Today‘s
society is aging, social policies of many countries strive to exceed the working-age of the population. Therefore, it is important to keep people in good intellectual and physical condition through
their whole live period.
The awareness of the importance of learning and systematic organised promotion and support for lifelong learning, which contributes to individual’s knowledge, abilities and skills continuous improvement, is increasing in the modern society. Life-long learning is also the subject of
the Resolution of the Council of Europe on Strengthening Policies, Systems and Practices in the
field of Guidance throughout life in Europe (2004). The latter is based on the fact that the transition onto an economy and knowledge based society creates new challenges for policy makers in
the field of development of human resources. Creation and effective management of knowledgebased society and the need for life-long learning influence the conditions in the labour market
and foresee that individuals will be encouraged through their entire life to continuous development of their skills and competences to remain in good intellectual and physical condition. However, the motivation for such activities depends on the individual and not only his/her wider (society) or closer (enterprise) environment. The assembly of conditions and circumstances decides
whether the individual shall consider such a continuous personal development as a tool or as an
opportunity to gain personal benefits.
Social environment, the increased need for continuous growth and modernisation of knowledge, skills and abilities are supposed to increase the interest of the wider society, organisations
and individuals – each at their own level – for motivated approach to remain in good intellectual
and physical condition. Some studies unfortunately indicates the lack of management span and
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support to assist the development of systematic activities to enable people to remain in good intellectual and physical condition. Thus, there is a great need for properly trained service providers for an active life. They should have relevant expertise, have knowledge and skills in communication, in leadership, in organization, in use of new technologies and approaches and, of course,
in entrepreneurship.
As shown also in this research, trends in the field of personal development are therefore
linked with self-discipline, proactive approach and all-in-one work in the form of support, mentorship, coaching, supported by the existence of a system for development. Support provided by
mentor or assistance provided by a coach is placed highly on the scale of influence. Experts recommend systematically designed systems, guides and instructions, which shall encourage and
unify approaches to mentorship and coaching and work with individuals at “one to one” level.
(Thompson, 2006). There are also alternatives for mentorship; i.e. the role of specialised external
coaches, mentorship by colleagues or co-workers at the same level and action learning as a method of individual and organisational development (Pedler, 1996). There are still many unexploited
opportunities within organisations and society in the field of development of mentorship, coaching and systematic personal support for individuals in order to facilitate their personal development. This is surely one of the areas which shall exploit as one of essential areas in order to gain
their competitive advantage.
From healthy active living benefits both individuals and society by increasing productivity, improving morale, decreasing absenteeism, reducing health-care costs, heightening personal satisfaction, improved psychological wellbeing, physical capacity, self-esteem, and the ability to cope
with stress. People, who are involved with the organization of active life-style activities require
different competencies, knowledge and skills in the field of profession, in the field of social skills,
in the field of new technologies and in the field of entrepreneurship. The emplayibility of such experts could be high. Some good undergraduate or graduate programme for organizer or manager of the active life could be developed, to fulfill this expectations and in favour of active society
of the future. There are lots of potentials for entrepreneurs (also social entrepreneurs) in helping
people and society to become and stay active.
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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to outline the ISO 26000 and the development of multi-stakeholder management as it has come to be applied in strategic management. Stakeholder engagement can be defined as interactive activities initiated by an organization with its stakeholders. One of the general CSR principles within ISO 26000 concerns respecting stakeholder interests. Brief discussion of managing for stakeholders and the role this plays in achieving value creation and competitive advantage are presented. ISO 26000 adds that the active engagement of stakeholders is based on trust and goes beyond public relations. Moreover, it is also important to realise that stakeholder engagement is not a one-off event but a
continuous process. CSR in SMEs is less formal and more intuitive than in larger companies
but that does not make it less valuable. The challenge is to get more SMEs to do more CSR.
The fact that SMEs are an extremely diverse group (size, history, sector, ownership and so
on) call for a range of different approaches and strategies to encourage the uptake of CSR.
Furthermore, case - the most innovative company in the EU (2010) and its multi-stakeholder
governance, its sustainable corporate strategy as well as its reporting according ISO 26000
are presented. The research results show that multi-stakeholder governance is indicated
and is implemented into corporate strategy but CSR reporting (according ISO 26000 guidelines, sustainable indicators) is still at an early stage.
Key words: multi-stakeholders governance, corporate strategy, corporate social responsibility, ISO 26000, SME’s, case

1. Introduction
Over the last couple of decades a fairly contradictory body of literature has emerged on the
relationship between corporate social responsibility (CSR) and traditional business foci such as
innovation and value creation. Many organizations joined the path toward business and quality excellence and utilized quality tools, quality and environmental management systems standards (ISO 9000 and ISO 14000), responsibility standard (ISO 26000) and business excellence models EFQM and Baldrige to assist them in this transition. Evolution moves on and is heading now
toward Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) or Social Responsibility (SR) Excellence to Total Responsibility Management (Waddock and Bodwell, 2007, p. 72-73). Holistic CSR is continual company’s commitment to ethical behavior, economic development, and improvement of the life quality of employees, their families, the local community, and society in general. Researches suggest
that CSR under certain conditions can stimulate innovation, investment or trade and consequently also competitiveness. The challenges of sustainability are now being expanded in the increasing CSR-related expectations and changing consumer’s behavior as well as accountability and being more active and involved in the civil society.
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In this paper we discuss the roles of ISO 26000 guidance standard on social responsibility and
stakeholder engagement in the most innovative company in the EU – 2010. The paper is organized in the following way. To set a scene, we define ISO 26000 and outline general features of the
progression from ISO 26000 including corporate social responsibility and stakeholder engagement (Freeman et al., 2010, p. 236-240). We expose ISO 26000 (interdependence and holistic approach), CSR and strategic stakeholder engagement in SME’s.

2. ISO 26000 – guidance on social responsibility
Social responsibility guideline – ISO 26000 – was issued by a well-known authority - International Standard Organization (ISO). ISO 26000 (2010) is a CSR guideline that enables all organizations to define and implement CSR in their corporate strategy.
ISO 26000 exposes seven core subjects (human rights, labour practices, the environment, fair
operating practices, consumer issues, community involvement and development) in which an
honest behaviour supports success; all of them are linked by two crucial concepts: (1) interdependence and (2) holistic approach. However, stakeholder engagement can be defined as interactive activities initiated by an organization with its stakeholders. Managers should recognize all
stakeholders, including those that are frequently forgotten but can have a major impact on the
organization’s activities and reputation. Stakeholder identification and engagement are central
to addressing an organization’s social responsibility. One of the general CSR principles within ISO
26000 concerns respecting stakeholder interests – achieving value creation and competitive advantage. The ambition of ISO 26000, as a generic, overarching SR guideline, is to enable its integration with any existing SR or CSR standard.
The research that was conducted by Brandsma et al. (2010) showed that most organizations
that indicated an interest in ISO 26000 are still at an early stage in terms of SR implementation.
Research conducted by Moratis and Cochius (2011 83-99) commissioned by the Dutch Directorate General of Public Works and Water Management among social responsibility (SR) champions in both the Netherlands and abroad showed that these organizations mainly engage in SR because it adds values – SR directly and indirectly contributes to the bottom-line of the organization (adopted Gorenak 2013).
However, within ISO 26000 the following general SR principles are mentioned: accountability,
transparency, ethical behaviour, respect for stakeholder interests, respect for the rule of law, respect for international norms of behaviour and respect for human rights. The starting point of ISO
26000 that every organization should engage in SR in its own, unique way, depending on its organizational characteristics and external environment, offers organizations the opportunity and
legitimacy to formulate their own SR principles.

3. Stakeholder identification and engagement
One of the general CSR principles within ISO 26000 concerns respecting stakeholders’ interests. Identifying stakeholders, knowing their expectations and enabling stakeholder engagement
therefore play an important role in the guideline as they are a key to understanding, addressing and implementing social responsibility. Stakeholders are seen as a starting point for CSR policies and fulfil an essential role in determining the organization’s social responsibilities. Therefore,
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ISO 26000 is full of references to stakeholders and stakeholder involvement, dedicating an entire
clause to this concept.
ISO 26000 specifies numerous reasons to engage with stakeholders - researching informed
decisions, including stakeholders in the process of the performance evaluation, reconciling or
preventing conflicts, aligning interests and expectations, integrating different perspectives and
developing partnership (ISO, 2010, p. 18). However, according to ISO 26000 that is not always necessary since some stakeholder expectations have been institutionalised within the law, culture
or societal norms. Effective stakeholder engagement is thus important for an organization and
if an organization wants to obtain maximum value from it, it should properly organize this process, as stated in ISO 26000 (ISO, 2010, p. 19). Moreover, it is also important to realise that stakeholder engagement is not a one-off event but a continuous process. Therefore, every organization should periodically review its policies and activities in the field of stakeholder engagement

4. Strategic Stakeholder Management
Porter and Kramer (2006, 2011) add that by engaging in strategic CSR, new product offerings
are likely to emerge, which are in turn benefiting both, social and environmental issues in addition to a company’s long-term competitiveness. There are many other researchers (Bhattacharya, 2010, p. 87), Brugmann and Prahalad (2007, p. 2), (Sherman, 2011) who discuss about benefits
gained through implementing strategic CSR activities.
The main ideas of the stakeholder theory are the following: (1) Business creates (and sometimes destroys) the value for customers, suppliers, employees, financiers and communities (or society); (2) There is a jointness to the interests of these stakeholders and (3) Great companies recognize the intersection of stakeholder interests and continuously build and reimagine this intersection. The main idea of stakeholder theory is as old as commerce itself: Origins of ‘stakeholder idea’ are Nordic companies (are leading and will lead in the future) because they are integrating stakeholder thinking and CSR into their value creation models (adopted from Freeman et al.,
2010, p. 30-62).
Leaders and managers in company play a crucial role in developing vision and values. One cannot be a moral leader without first being a leader. Moral leaders possess a number of important
qualities. Perhaps these qualities could be referred to as ‘habits’, which distinguish them from immoral or amoral leaders. Ethical and moral leaders have a passion to do the right thing (Fassin
et at., 2010). Leaders, wherever they are in the organization, but particularly in the top management, need to take a long-term perspective, make a public commitment, communicate the commitment, be a role model for the company’s values, to integrate vision and values into strategies
and practices, and support change (Waddock and Bodwell, 2007).
Stakeholder capitalism – Freeman et al. (2010, p. 208) suggest the new vision of capitalism –
stakeholder capitalism – which is founded on libertarian and pragmatist lines. Stakeholder capitalism is “based on freedom, rights, and the creation by consent of positive obligations”. Freeman
et al. offer six principles (2010, p. 281-284): (1) The principle of stakeholder cooperation; (2) The
principle of stakeholder engagement; (3) The principle of stakeholder responsibility; (4) The principles of complexity; (5) The principle of continuous creation and (6) The principle of emergent
competition. These principles together build a framework for our value creation and trade that
infuses ethics at the foundations, respects the complexity of human beings, fosters innovation,
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and can help us move beyond the problems outlined above. His argument is that if people on the
ground make sense of their activities and their system of value creation in this way, they will act
in ways that will make our capitalism more responsible and more resilient. We need to think critically, acknowledge the social nature of value creation, and work with an insatiable passion to create value for our stakeholders.
The metamorphosis of capitalism lies at the very heart of the discussions about CSR, and more
recently, corporate citizenship that has abed and flowed throughout most of the 20th century. Holistic corporate citizenship is best viewed, not as a program of activities but as a holistic system of
organizational behavior affecting every level and aspect of an organization’s policies and practices (Eklington, 1997, 258). Three attributes are presented, which indicate the good corporate citizenship: ethical business behavior, stakeholder commitment and environmental commitment.

5. Stakeholder management in the most innovative EU company
The most innovative company in the EU for year 2010 was included in our research. Their developmental strength is the result of clear strategies, development strategies and dedication to
their common values: speed and flexibility, partnership and trust, innovativeness and efficiency.
They set high standards in all areas of their work and business operations.
Problem definition - The main researches on stakeholder management in SMEs, CSR, and competitiveness have not included synergies between stakeholders. According to GRI recommendations the SMEs will have to present a sustainable report prepared according to ISO 26000 and
GRI guidelines. It means the big challenge for companies because they need strategy, knowledge
about stakeholder management as well as about indicators and way of reporting. The companies
which will not report about their sustainable activities will be forced to give an explanation including reasons. The case company (the most innovative company in EU for year 2010) is one of very
innovative, successful and responsible companies as well as a stakeholders-oriented company.
Hypotheses – Innovative strategic stakeholder management into corporate strategy are elements of successful CSR which lead case company to sustainable development and long-term responsible competitiveness as well as long-term partnership with the company’s stakeholders.
Methodology - In–depth interview with a representative manager in the company. Annual reports, news, award, campaigns, presentations published at web page were investigated.
Research questions – the main topics – sustainable development, corporate social responsibility, stakeholder management and reporting as well as long-term competitive advantages. How
the stakeholder strategy and stakeholder management (according ISO 26000) are implemented
into corporate strategy? How do you evaluate your stakeholders, which indicators have already
been implemented and how do you report about your stakeholder and sustainable activities?
How awards contribute to case company’s image and its competitiveness in the global market?
Research findings – The case company has been established in 1989, as the first private aircraft producer in former Yugoslavia. The case company consolidate continually its position as one
of the most innovative producers of light aircraft in the world – got many international awards –
it has been selected as a recipient of one of the ten prestigious Ruban d’Honneur awards for the
UKTI Award for Innovation in the 2010 European Business Awards. The company launches their
academy – flight school program and is involved in many other activities. Furthermore their products are presented all over the world and they offer high quality, efficacy and safety. Their prod-
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ucts are marketed under their own brands. Their systematic approach is intended to ensure it exceeds customer requirements and achieves its operating objectives. The integrated quality management system and business excellence covers every step from customer requirements via marketing, research and development, product supply and sales, to the monitoring of customer satisfaction. The function of all major quality processes are also periodically reviewed. One of their
key objectives is to achieve excellence (EFQM excellence model, as well as ISO 26000 – partly and
Global Reporting Initiative).
According to our research stakeholders management, CSR and competitiveness we can confirm that it is included into corporate strategy. The case company is the world’s leading designer
and producer of advanced light aircraft and self-launching gliders. The aircraft producer with the
widest range of light aircraft in the market has proved many times that its products are the best
in the world. The case company received the 2010 European Business Award for the most innovative company in the European Union and has won the NASA Centennial Challenge many times
(2007 and 2008 and 2011). Their aircrafts fly are presented at the global market. Nowadays company is the leading developer of aircrafts with green means of propulsion and the producer of environmentally friendly aircrafts.
We highlight three points: (1) strengthening the professional and cost synergy within the company, and maximizing the competitive advantages offered by the business environments – global
market. (2) Maintaining the economic, social, and environmental responsibility to the surroundings in which they operate. (3) Operating in accordance with the principles of business excellence and thereby strengthening the visibility and positive public profile of the company. Social responsibility – company’s business performance is based on the commitment and knowledge of its employees. They are building a culture of mutual trust, respect, effective collaboration and teamwork, involving lifelong learning and responsible and effective. Environmental protection – Responsible environment management has been included (reduce emissions, introducing cleaner technologies and reducing their environmental impact – company got many international awards). Sponsorships and donations – Society at large is very important the case company,
and they support it through their sponsorship and donation programs. Gorenak (2013) says that
there are many case studies (especially in pharmaceutical industry) which confirm that CSR according ISO 26000 was successfully implemented into corporate strategy and companies report
about their CSR activities according GRI guidelines. The above mentioned activities as well as their
measurement (indicators) should be presented in their annual reports.
Outcomes and results show the level of CSR development as well as holistic and systemic approach by ISO 26000’s implementation into corporate strategy. Furthermore the results show
how management recognize the interdependence, stakeholder engagement and how management evaluate business opportunities (value creation for all of their stakeholders). The research
results show that multi-stakeholder governance is indicated and is implemented into corporate
strategy but CSR reporting (according ISO 26000 guidelines, sustainable indicators) is still at an
early stage. Finally, we outline the area for improvement but the researchers should pay more attention on CSR implementation in SMEs.

6. Conclusions
Nowadays participants in stakeholder partnerships come together specifically to achieve social benefits through joint action. The relationship and potential synergies between the stake-
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holders and their measurement (indicators) lead company to long-term competitiveness and
long-term partnership development. The result of this study presents a positive contribution to
the progress and development of innovative sustainable management and its measurement in
the case SME from Slovenia which is the biggest global player in the aircraft industry. The aim –
to highlight the characteristic features of case company stakeholder management and ISO 26000
compare them to other researches (theoretical and empirical) with available empirical published
studies – is achieved. Finally, this case adds to the mounting evidence that stakeholder management in general, has created a new dimension in managing sustainability at the corporate level. We need a global dialogue between politicians, business and research institutions about ‘best
practice’ and ways to enhance and effectively coordinate CSR activities (holistic and systemic –
management innovation) especially in the SME’s.
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Abstract
Modern information technology, especially the Internet and its services are made informa
tion accessible to everyone, anywhere, anytime. Today there is no problem how to access
the information, the problem is, how to identify the right information.
A number of websites have been developed to offer support to new and already established
businesses and entrepreneurs, such as: portals for accounting and tax information, portals
for communication between companies and state institutions, websites with legal advice
to businesses, etc... Today, social networks become popular, especially Facebook and Twitter. Following carefully all advertisers who follow a specific topic, can engender new ideas
on the principle of brainstorming. In this storm many people can participate an extremely
wide range of ideas.
Researches show (http://www.socialmediaexaminer.com/5-social-media-marketing-trends
-new-research-2/ # more-4684, http://www.ris.org/) that social networks are source of
many new business ideas, opportunities for business promotion, the place where the trends
in the business environment and the global world market are predicted. Study of social networks becomes so important that new schools of study on social networks arise (http://
www.racunalniske-novice.com/novice/splet/socialna-omrezja/pinterest/diploma-iz-druzbenih-omrezij.html).
This paper deals with the debate on identifying business ideas on social networks (depending on the results of various surveys) and try to stress the rationality of formal study programs on social networks.
Key words: entrepreneurship, internet, social networks, studies of social networks

1. Introduction
Social networks are becoming a huge, and above all, all accessible repository of knowledge
that should be exploited for use of commercial and personal purposes by using the information obtained to build a better life. Among the most popular are particularly Facebook, Twitter,
LinkedIn, as well as Skill Page, YouTube, Instagram etc.
“Social networks are very popular as they are already being used by more than one billion
people around the world today. Although these are primarily intended for connecting with family members, friends and acquaintances, they also represent an excellent platform for activities in
the field of economy, politics, education, health care and much more.”
(http://www.racunalniske-novice.com/novice/splet/socialna-omrezja/pinterest/diploma-izdruzbenih-omrezij.html)
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Below are some examples of good practice on how the information on social networks can be
used for good business ideas. Social networks, as a source of information were chosen because
their use is increasingly topical, especially for the “Millennium” generation, which is currently entering the labor market. Knowledge is necessary in order to exploit modern sources of information, formal and informal. Therefore, we also discuss about whether such knowledge is accessible
to today‘s generation and where.

2. Practices in Slovenia and worldwide
Researches in the world, mainly in the USA (http://www.socialmediaexaminer.com/5-socialmedia-marketing-trends-new-research-2/#more-4684) and Slovenia (http://www.ris.org/) have
found:
•

that 97% of businesses in the United States in 2012 believe, that marketing on social
networks contributed to increased profits;

•

75% of respondents intend to increase their presence in social networks;

•

businesses see the benefits of social networks in the participation in dialogue (85%), increase sales and partnerships (58%) and reducing costs (41%);

•

among the types of advertising, marketing on social networks is in 3rd place..

In Slovenia, the use of social networks is estimated through the e-competences of citizens
who transmit their knowledge to the work organization. Studies of Internet use in Slovenia in the
period from 2010 onwards show:
•

that the development of specific e-skills in Slovenia is markedly above the EU average in
almost all segments, except in the elderly over 55 years;

•

11% of Internet users are pensioners;

•

the results show that 60% of the respondents shaped a profile on at least one of the many
online social networks. Among these mostly dominate youngsters aged between 16 and
25 years (75%), women (63% women and 57% men), residents of villages having more than
2000 population and medium-educated (72%);

•

regular internet users in Slovenia monthly most frequently visit video and photo communities (45%) and online social networks (44%), followed by online forums (29%) and blogs
(23%);

•

online advertising in Slovenia is developing, but compared with developed countries still
lags behind. Reviews from IAB Europe for 2011 show that in our web consumes 18.1% of
total advertising budgets. The largest percentage of advertising on social networks belongs
to Facebook (83%). The second is Twitter (53%), but by 2014, it is expected to grow to 64%.

As noted, 75% of the millennium generation in Slovenia is actively involved in cooperation on
social networks. One might envisage that the presence of this generation on social networks also
led to particularly Facebook and Twitter being used for commercial purposes. Why are lagging
here behind Europe? In the challenge of further research we can hypothesize: whereas the unemployment rate in Slovenia of this generation is high, the use of modern information technologies
for business purposes is less than the average in Europe. However in this paper we do not deal

is less than the average in Europe. However in this paper we do not deal with such a study. Whatever
the statistics, we find that Internet users are increasingly exploiting the dimensions of social networks
EDUCATION
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purposes.
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Figure 1. Importance of “likes” on the social network
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Source: http://data.si/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/bigstock-Hand-Pressing-Like-Button-11718554.jpg

Source: http://data.si/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/bigstock-Hand-Pressing-Like-Button-11718554.jpg
One of the first business forms on the social networks was marketing. This is an extremely
cost-advantageous form of advertising; it is proven that it is also very effective. But good knowledge of content and advertising techniques is also needed to advertise online, for to add to be
One ofseen
the (http://data.si/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/Small-Businesses-Social-Media-Managementfirst business forms on the social networks was marketing. This is an extremely costTools.jpg).
advantageous form of advertising; it is proven that it is also very effective. But good knowledge of

The presence on social networks for a company is nowadays actually necessary (Figure 2).
content and advertising techniques is also needed to advertise online, for to add to be seen
Twitter is one of the fastest growing social networks, Twitter is not just a social network where
(http://data.si/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/Small-Businesses-Social-Media-Management-Tools.jpg).
users compete in who will use more hashtags or words prefixed with “#”, but it is also an excellent choice for an entrepreneur who is looking for new customers, and wants to expand his or her
business (http://data.si/wp-content).
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who will use more hashtags or words prefixed with “#”, but it is also an excellent choice for an
entrepreneur who is looking for new customers, and wants to expand his or her business
(http://data.si/wp-content).
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Figure 2. Types of corporate presence on social networks

Figure 2: Types of corporate presence on social networks

Source: http://data.si/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/dru%C5%BEabnao-mre%C5%BEja.jpg
Source: http://data.si/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/dru%C5%BEabnao-mre%C5%BEja.jpg
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audience, its potential customers. There are a whole studies about when and how to send messages

• Social networks will also become business platforms and will have to become part of a
podjetij-na-kickstarterju-ne-uspe/334518).
strategic marketing plan for companies. Only this way the company will be able to successfully operate.

•

Google+ will become increasingly more popular as social network, as Google is the largest
web browser. Therefore Google+ should also be included in the list of social networks,
which can be exploited for commercial purposes.
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•

Using pictures and photographs will be even more widespread, especially with applications like Instagram and Pinterest.

•

The use of video will also be on the rise due to the effect achieved by the transmission
of information via video. Google is also aware of that, which is why Google already owns
YouTube.

•

Advertising through social networks will become increasingly more costly, because all the
most popular networks increasingly expose payable adds.

3. How to access knowledge
In the previous section we have presented trends in the world and in Slovenia in the areas of
good practices on how social networks can be used as a source of entrepreneurial ideas and as a
medium of business growth. A company‘s presence on the networks requires much more knowledge than it is necessary to set up a personal profile. Even the communication is different. Where
to obtain the appropriate knowledge, where to train for proper use of information sources, such
as social networks for business purposes?
In Slovenia several companies and institutions are engaged in researching and studying the
data on the social networks for different purposes so it is possible to conclude, that the labor market of the future will be a place with experts with relevant formal knowledge in this field. Some
examples of rapidly evolving business environments, where the necessary skills and competencies use of the latest ICT:
•

management of data and information in the area of criminology, shaping public opinion
and election forecasting, etc.. (http://www.fvv.uni-mb.si/ovd2013/);

•

development of software tools that use artificial intelligence methods (Data Mining) to
analyze data from social networks and discover a new knowledge (http://www.salviol.
com);

•

control of public information, which is collected on social networks, analysis of public opinion, especially from the network Tweeter (http://www.gama-system.si);

•

analyzing large amounts of data online in order to form a foreground, or the so-called Web
data mining, research in the area of Semantic Web (http://www.ijs.si/ijsw/E9);

•

recognition of online social networks as an opportunity to promote innovation in enterprises and organizations (http://www.croz.net).

In Slovenia no such colleges yet exist, which would formally educate trained experts in social
networks. Even abroad we found only one; Studies of “social media” at the University Newberry,
USA, as a master‘s program, which trains for employment in the field of manufacturing, sports,
media, politics and tourism.
(http://www.newberry.edu/academics/areasofstudy/artsandcommunications/socialmedia.
aspx).
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Even abroad the need for knowledge management, which is covered by social networks, is expressed which is evident from the numerous articles in scientific and professional journals:
•

Social Network Analysis and Mining – published in www.springer.com/computer/database...%26.../13278;

•

Data Mining Based Social Network Analysis – published in www.siam.org/meetings/
sdm08/TS1.pdf;

•

IEEE Xplore - Data mining for social network analysis – published in ieeexplore.ieee.org › ...
› Intelligence and Security Inf;

•

Data Mining: Using Predictive Analysis and Social Network Analysis – published in technologyvoice.com › Social Network Analysis;

•

Mining social networks: Untangling the social web – published in The Economist, www.
economist.com/node/16910031.

Very solid informal knowledge on the use of social networks is even available on the internet and
it’s for free. The world‘s best universities offer on-line education and training, including on the use of
social networks (https://www.coursera.org/). Mainly teachers today need this knowledge, because
the students of today‘s generation (a Millennium generation) are very familiar with new technologies. Social networks being used daily from different devices: tablets, notebooks, smart phones.
They need a teacher who knows how to steer through modern technology to the right information. So it will be necessary to include such skills in teaching studies.

4. Conclusions
Social networks are full of ideas that people are expanding the global network. All generations
participate. In the information society, information is the main source of everything and business
is not exempted.
Social networks have become a huge source of knowledge that can be exploited for commercial and personal purposes. Among the most popular are particularly Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, as well as Skill Page, YouTube, Instagram et al. Even Google, with its new platform ranks among
the modern networks and is no longer only the most widely used web browser. Trends in the development of social networks suggest that it will be a very popular platform for entrepreneurial
challenges and business in general in the future. Online advertising will probably become a paid
service, at least for publications, which will occur in the most visible locations in the network.
The use of these new technologies requires more and more multidisciplinary skills, especially for creating effective business profiles. Schools that offer adequate formal knowledge almost
don’t exist, not in the world, nor in Slovenia. Mostly available is informal education, including online and for free. However, for the serious business ideas, advertisements and analysis of data
from networks, some more competencies are needed.
The Millennium generation is coming and it it’s already present in the labor market today. For
that people it’s typical to use all the modern technology for all purposes, personal and business.
For these young businessmen, social networks are as a global office without walls, where it all
happens: from idea to realization of the transaction. It’s likely they should be followed!
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Abstract
The aim of this study was to find answers about the eligibility of professional specialist degree holders to teach in professional study programmes in the Republic of Croatia. Secondary sources included legislation, foreign and domestic scientific and professional literature
and higher education data bases. The interview method was applied in order to collect primary data, and the interviewees included representatives of key stakeholders: 1) the Chairwoman of the Committee on Culture and Education of the European Parliament, 2) a representative of Croatia’s Ministry of Science, Education and Sports 3) a representative of regulators from the Agency for Science and Higher Education, Croatia, 4) the president of the
Council of Polytechnics and Schools of Professional Higher Education 5) a college vice-dean
teaching management in professional study courses 6) a university professor of management and entrepreneurship with experience of teaching both in university and professional study programmes, 7) and MA in economics working for an international bank and 8) a
holder of a professional bachelor’s degree (PBD) in entrepreneurship economics completing a graduate professional specialist course in entrepreneurial management and working
for an international foundation. The results of the study suggest that students in professional study programmes in the Republic of Croatia are unable to reach the highest professional teaching title of college professor as it is practically impossible for them to enrol in graduate doctoral studies at universities. In order to make this possible, it is necessary to allow
their enrolment in graduate university studies and/or introduce professional doctoral studies into the Croatian higher education system.
Key words: the Bologna Process, professional studies, teaching titles in professional studies

1. Introduction
Croatia has a binary higher education system: academic education and professional education. Many provisions of the Bologna Declaration that were signed have been adopted; however, there are certain provisions which discriminate against students who have chosen the professional education path. For one thing, upon completing their specialist graduate professional programme they are not awarded a master’s title, but just that of a specialist in a respective profession (Act on Academic and Professional Titles and Academic Degree, Official Gazette 2012). Secondly, they cannot enrol in university postgraduate (doctoral) studies directly (Polšek,2004, p
269), which may be an impediment to teaching professional degree courses.
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2. Professional and university studies in the Republic of Croatia
From the total of 185,457 students in the academic year 2009/10, one third was professional
studies students (Agency for Science and Higher Education, 2012). Professional studies account
for about one fifth of all accredited study programmes; however, there are 388 university graduate programmes vs. 56 professional graduate programmes (Agency for Science and Higher Education, 2014).
Before 2008 graduates with a professional bachelor degree could directly enrol in university graduate study (Croatian Ministry of Science, Education and Sports, 2008), but since then they
cannot. Even though according to the Bologna Process, the higher education system is divided
into three levels (cycles): 1. baccalaureus/bachelor’s degree; 2. magisterij/master’s degree i 3.
doktorat/doctorate (Bologna Handbook – Making Bologna Work 2008), this system has been implemented only for university studies.
At the very beginning of the Act on Scientific Activity and Higher Education (hereinafter: ASAHE) it is established that “...higher education is based on the openness of higher education institutions to the public, citizens and the local community as well as on the reciprocity and partnership
of members of the academic community …” (ASAHE, Art. 2, 2013). This should also apply to the
partnership between university and professional studies. According to this Act, university studies are supposed to prepare students for work related to science, higher education, business, the
public sector and the society at large as well as train them for developing and applying scientific and professional accomplishments (ASAHE, Art. 69, 2013). As for professional studies, the Act
only says that they offer students an appropriate level of knowledge and skills allowing them to
perform professional jobs and train them for immediate involvement in the work process (ASAHE,
Art. 69, 2013), thus making professional studies inferior to university studies.
When the Bologna process was first being introduced, it was only the polytechnics and colleges (schools of professional higher education) that were supposed to provide professional studies,
and universities were supposed to provide university studies only. However, the Constitutional
Court of the Republic of Croatia allowed universities to provide professional studies as well (Decision of the Constitutional Court of the Republic of Croatia No. U-I-1707/2006, according to Rajčić,
2008). The decision was explained by the fact that university education incorporates professional education as well, so every university meets requirements for the organisation, execution and
implementation of professional studies. Inversely, professional studies do not incorporate university education, so no polytechnic or college meets the requirements for the organisation and implementation of university studies including doctoral studies.
Requirements for teaching title appointment in institutions providing professional studies are
regulated by the law (ASAHE Art. 98), decisions of the Rectors’ Conference (Rectors’ Conference
2011) and decisions of the Professional Council of Polytechnics and Schools of Professional Higher Education. The requirements for the title of lecturer (Art. 1) include the requirement to have
“a master/university specialist degree or a professional specialist degree (completion of at least 10
semesters of higher education studies)” (Professional Council of Polytechnics and Schools of Professional Higher Education 2011, Art. 1). For the senior lecturer appointment (Art. 2), only those
with a master/university specialist degree and masters and PhD degrees can apply, which repre-
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sents discrimination against professional specialists. Professional specialists can apply only if they
have already been appointed lecturers and have met some other requirements. However, the appointment to college professor (Art. 3) explicitly requires the candidates to have a PhD. On the
other hand, according to the Statute of the Register of Scientists (Official Gazette 2010), only individuals with a PhD can be entered in the Register, which creates obstacles for professional specialists to engage in scientific work.

3. Research methods
As sources of secondary data, the following were used: legislation and other regulations pertaining to higher education, foreign and domestic scientific and professional literature as well
as various higher education data bases. Primary data were collected using the method of semistructured interviews with individuals selected as representatives of key stakeholders (Table 1).
The subjects were asked 11 questions on the following: a) the application of the Bologna Process
in Europe and Croatia, b) the differences between professional and university studies, c) the level
of knowledge and the possibilities to become involved in the teaching processes, d) vertical mobility and the possibility of introducing professional doctoral studies in Croatia.
Table 1. Participants in in-depth interviews, representatives of key stakeholders
INTERVIEWEES

WHO THEY REPRESENT

Chair of an EU parliamentary
committee

Honorary PhD, the Chairwoman of the Committee on Culture and
Education of the European Parliament;

Ministry representative

Teacher, Head of the Department of Higher Education Institutions
Operation, Division for Business Operation and Student Standard,
Higher Education Administration, Ministry of Science, Education and
Sports of the Republic of Croatia;

Agency representative

Teacher, Head of the Research and Development Department of the
Agency for Science and Higher Education;

Council President

University professor, PhD, president of the Council of Polytechnics and
Schools of Professional Higher Education of the Republic of Croatia
and Dean of the Polytechnicum Zagrabiense

College Vice Dean

PhD, college professor, Vice Dean of Academic Affairs of a business
college

University professor

University professor, PhD, Faculty of Economics, University of Zagreb,
former lecturer at the University of Applied Sciences VERN’

Master’s Degree Holder

Holder of an MA in economics, deputy director of the Directorate of
Sales Support at the Business Sector of the Erste & Steiermaerkische
Bank;

Holder of the Bachelor of
Professional Studies degree

Holder of the BPS degree in economics of entrepreneurship, finishing
a specialist graduate professional study course in Entrepreneurial
Management at the University of Applied Sciences VERN’, coordinator of projects run by the Konrad Adenauer Foundation
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4. Results and discussion
All interviewees agree that the European higher education system has mostly or completely
followed the Bologna recommendations (Table 2). The implementation of the Bologna Process in
Croatia has been facing many problems, the most conspicuous being the issue of mobility from
professional to university studies.
Table 2. Implementation of the Bologna Process in Europe and Croatia

INTERVIEWEE

QUESTION 1: Do you think
that the European higher
education system has
followed the Bologna
recommendations?

QUESTION 2: What are the three
most significant problems in the
higher education system in Croatia?

Chair of an EU parliamentary
committee

Mostly.

Low mobility. More investment and
research work required.

Ministry representative

Mostly.

Investment stagnation. Low mobility.
Insufficient infrastructure.

Agency representative

Mostly.

Insufficient funding. Low
competitiveness. Low recognisability
in the EU.

Completely.

Money, discrepancy of evaluation
criteria between private and public
higher education institutions, parallel
undergraduate programmes in
university and professional studies.

Mostly.

Insufficient investment in research.
Private higher education institutions
not supported by the state. No vertical
mobility from professional to
university studies.

University professor

Mostly.

Study programmes in discordance with
the labour market, only theoretical
knowledge in the first three years, no
straightforward mobility from
professional to university study
programmes.

Master’s Degree Holder

Mostly.

Lack of adjustment to the labour
market. Professional and university
studies differ too much in formal terms.

BPS Degree Holder

Completely.

University teachers teach too few
classes. No horizontal and vertical
mobility. Incompatibility of educational
programmes and labour markets.

Council President

College Vice Dean

As for the differences between professional and university studies (Table 2), all but the Agency
representative think that professional and university studies should be equally valued. They differ mostly in the type of knowledge they provide: university studies provide predominantly theoretical knowledge, whereas professional studies provide predominantly practical knowledge.
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Table 3. Differences between professional and university studies

INTERVIEWEE

QUESTION 3: Should
today’ professional and
university studies be
equally valued in
Europe and in what way?

QUESTION 4: What are the biggest
differences between professional and
university studies?

Chair of an EU parliamentary
committee

Yes.

University studies mostly focus on the
acquisition of theoretical knowledge, and
professional studies on practical.

Ministry representative

Yes.

Knowledge, skills and competences.

I don’t know.

Professional: learning outcomes should
be directed at the labour market.
University: learning outcomes should be
directed at theoretical knowledge and
scientific skills.

Council President

Yes.

Professional: prepare students for
applying knowledge to the economy.
University: for scientific work and work
in higher education, but also for working
in the business world.

College Vice Dean

Yes.

Professional: provide theoretical and
practical knowledge. University: provide
theoretical and general knowledge.

Yes.

Professional: should provide knowledge
and skills for working in specific
professional areas and for dealing with
repetitive jobs. University: should enable
students to do creative jobs and deal
with creative problems.

By the quality of teaching.

Professional: prepares directly for the
world of business, practical knowledge,
no doctorate possible. University:
primarily educate for academic careers,
theoretical framework, open vertical
mobility including doctoral studies.

Yes.

Professional: prepare students for
business careers, work-applicable
programmes, more efficient studying.
University: mostly theoretical
knowledge, programmes less suited to
a business environment, studying takes
too long and is inefficient.

Agency representative

University professor

Master’s Degree Holder

BPS Degree Holder

Most interviewees agree that BPS degree holders are better prepared for the challenges of
the business world (Table 3), while opinions differ when it comes to academic/teaching careers.
Representatives of both the Ministry and the Agency are not sure whether students of university and professional studies should be treated equally in terms of their rights and possibilities to
teach, while others believe they should.
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Table 4. Level of knowledge and eligibility for taking teaching positions

INTERVIEWEE

QUESTION 5: There is a lot of public
criticism from the business world about
the knowledge and qualifications of
bachelor’s degree holders. Which students,
i.e. holders of bachelor’s degrees are
better prepared for the challenges of the
business world, and which for academic/
teaching careers: those with a degree from
university studies or those with a degree
from professional studies?

QUESTION 6: Should
students in university
and professional
study programmes
be treated equally
in terms of their
rights, including
their eligibility for
teaching?

Chair of an EU parliamentary
committee

Equal.

Yes.

Ministry representative

For the business world, those with a degree
from professional studies. I’m not sure about
teaching careers

I don’t know.

Agency representative

I cannot say with certainty.

I don’t know.

Council President

BPS degree holders for the business world,
both for teaching careers.

Yes.

College Vice Dean

BPS degree holders for the business
world. University graduates for teaching
at university. Graduates from professional
study programmes for teaching at schools
with professional study programmes.

Yes.

University professor

For the business world, those with a degree
from professional studies. University
graduates for academic careers.

Yes.

Master’s Degree Holder

BPS degree holders for the business world.
University graduates for academic careers in
university study programmes and Graduates
from professional programmes for
teaching at schools with professional study
programmes.

Yes.

BPS Degree Holder

BPS degree holders for the business world,
both for academic careers.

Yes.

As for the possibility to obtain a doctorate and the highest teaching title at professional higher education institutions, almost all interviewees believe that this can be achieved in the EU relatively easily, whereas in Croatia it is either impossible or possible but with many obstacles. Vertical mobility is very low, from the inability to enrol in university graduate study programmes to impediments such as a large number of additional requirements (exams) they need to meet due to
curriculum discrepancies (Table 4). As for the equal number of ECTS credits and equal degrees for
graduates from professional and university studies, three interviewees opted for it, three were
against it and one did not know. Only the chair of a EU parliamentary committee said yes but with
the difference in schools being discreetly specified, which is not surprising as she comes from
the German higher education system where degrees from all schools are the same but with the
school’s abbreviation being given in parenthesis: univ. for university studies, FH (from the German
Fachhochschule) for polytechnics and professional colleges (Havelka 2003).
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Table 5. Vertical mobility and the introduction of professional doctoral studies in Croatia

INTERVIEWEE

QUESTION 7: When a
student in a professional
study programme wants
to continue their studies
at a higher academic level,
vertical mobility works in
the following way:

PITANJE 8: Do you
think that students
who complete
either university or
professional graduate
programmes should be
awarded equal degrees
as they are supposed to
earn an equal number
of ECTS credits?

QUESTION 9: Do you
see the introduction
of professional
doctoral studies into
the Croatian higher
education system
as a good solution?
Explain why.

Chair of an EU
parliamentary
committee

With many barriers

Yes, with discreetly
specified difference.

Yes.

Ministry
representative

Students first need to enrol
in a lower level of university
studies or take additional
exams to meet enrolment
requirements or they don’t.

No.

I don’t know (I
cannot tell for sure)

Agency
representative

Additional exams to meet
enrolment requirements.

I don’t know.

No.

Council President

Some faculties have a ban
on enrolling students with a
professional studies degree.

Yes.

Yes.

College Vice Dean

No possibility to continue
studying.

No.

Yes.

University
professor

A large number of additional
exams to meet enrolment
requirements.

No.

Yes.

Master’s Degree
Holder

Unnecessary barriers by
requiring students to take a
large number of additional
exams to be admitted.

Yes.

Yes.

BPS Degree
Holder

Unnecessary mobility
barriers.

Yes.

Yes.

All interviewees, with the exception of the Agency representative, believe that the introduction of professional doctoral studies into the Croatian higher education system is a good solution. She does not think so, while the Ministry representative is not sure as he is unable to make
a sound judgement.
A professional doctorate is becoming increasingly popular with people who want to develop
their business careers in the first place, but who would also like to develop as teachers (Taylor and
Rosemarye, 2014). On a global level, higher education is increasingly adjusting to the needs of the
labour market, so rather than putting a clear divide between university and professional studies,
diversification of higher education has become a rising trend. It is taking place due to the convergence of both types of studies: university studies towards professional and professional studies
are becoming more academic in their struggle against discrimination, so-called dual universities
are established, where both university and professional studies are carried out, and students can
choose courses from both (Coodling i Meek 2006, Gregov 2012). At all higher education institu-
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tions it is of utmost importance to provide an appropriate level of quality of teaching with teachers being ethical, rational and unbiased (Morland and Mollie, 2014) as their students are in fact
future teachers. Being teachers they also need to follow ethical standards and advance to the
desired teaching rank exclusively on the basis of hard work, commitment and research (Subedi,
2014), and regulations should not prevent them from doing it.

6. Conclusions
In the Republic of Croatia students of professional studies at graduate level have been discriminated against students of university studies. If they want to continue their education in university graduate study programmes they are either banned or required to enrol in a programme at a
lower level of higher education or to take a number of exams to meet enrolment requirements. If
they start teaching they can only obtain the teaching title of lecturer and senior lecturer, whereas
for the title of college professor they need to have a PhD. While most interviewees including the
president of the EU Education Committee emphasise that one of the fundamental aims of the Bologna Process is increased mobility between different study programmes and different constituent units of higher education, which requires equal quality of education in professional and university studies as a key prerequisite, the representative of the Croatian regulatory agency thinks
it is primarily a political decision to be made by individual countries. Modelled on a number of
so-called dual universities worldwide, which simultaneously provide university and professional
studies with students being able to choose and combine courses from both verticals themselves,
there are two possible solutions: (a) facilitation of mobility, i.e. transfer from the professional to
the university vertical to enable professional specialists to continue their studies in post-graduate university programmes (doctorate) and/or (b) introduction of professional post-graduate programmes (doctorate) into the Croatian higher education system in order to complete the professional studies vertical in the binary higher education system.
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Importance of women and women
entrepreneurs education for new technologies:
an analisys of policy documents
Ms. Jasminka Keser, M.Sc. (Econ), Zagreb, jasminka.keser@gmail.com, Mob 00 385 91 522 68 83

Abstract
A great number of texts and papers on women entrepreneurship, women education and entrepreneurial learning as well as various policy documents could be found on the internet.
However, majority of public papers deals with information on gap in women entrepreneurship statistics. As an expert and practitioner in the field of information systems development (IS/IT), women entrepreneurship and SME financing author could allege that further
efforts should be invested as well to progress in gender statistics in terms of economic valuation and impact of women entrepreneurship on social welfare, added value in the economies, structured business indicators or other gender economic analysis. As far as certain sub
statistics on women in creative industries, innovations or business activities based on ICT
and new technologies are in question, it could be stated that information are at early stage
of development. In this paper very simple approach is used through analysis of policy documents to show importance of women and business women education for new technologies.
Elected policy documents are (1) the Strategy of Women Entrepreneurship Development in
the Republic of Croatia for the period of 2014-2020 (hereinafter: the Strategy) and (2) EU report “Women Active in the ICT Sector” (hereinafter: the EU Report). Intension of this paper is to accentuate importance of technical knowledge for which evidenced gap in education and skills of women is identified. A systemic overview referring to education in the content of the Strategy is used. Author through elected topics wants to accentuate importance
of systemic approach toward entrepreneurial education of women, especially in the field
of technical sciences and fields for which there is market demand pending for business success, competitiveness and starting their own innovative businesses. Paper also emphasise
a few evidence on women entrepreneurship in Croatia, judgement and opinions of women entrepreneurs participated in focus groups in the period of development of the Strategy
2014-2020 and general information on the Strategy objectives. Abovementioned EU Report
is presented by comparative presentation of priorities for action and policy recommendation for member states taking into consideration that Report stated “women participation
in the ICT sector is essential for Europe’s long-term growth and economic sustainability”.
Therefore in conclusion is cited paper in which authors (one is lecturer of Management, Organizational Behaviour and Personal Management in HAN University Arnhem, Netherlands)
observes the perspective of education related to differences between male and female entrepreneurs in characteristics and competences.

1. Introduction
The Strategy of Women Entrepreneurship Development in the Republic of Croatia for the period of 2014-2020 is a continuation of the same Strategy adopted for the period of 2010-2013.
The Republic of Croatia is one of the rare countries that have a Strategy of Women Entrepreneurship Development, and the obligation of applying the gender equality principle is not a novelty;
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however, the new EU planning period of 2014-2020 requires an adjustment of the existing document. From the analysis of status assessment of women’s economic and entrepreneurial activity
in the Republic of Croatia, obstacles can be consolidated in three groups: structural, economic and
‘’soft’’ ones. Among other, structural obstacles are educational choices of women which reduce
the possibility for women to start business ventures in technology intensive activities along with
stereotypes against women in science and technology. In the scope of “Soft” obstacles are lack of
advice, mentorship and lack of training and educational programs and schooling for technology
intensive ventures. Availability of advice, mentorship and training for starting business ventures is
still unevenly distributed region-wise, but also insufficient in the field of technology intensive ventures (Official Gazette 77/2014, page 18-19).
During the first trimester of 2014, an analysis of the implemented Strategy was conducted
based on the Report on Implementation of the Strategy of Women Entrepreneurship Development in the Republic of Croatia from 2010-2013. The mentioned Report encompasses an analysis
of 62 received reports from the competent authorities and stakeholders of the Strategy - ministries, agencies, institutions, chamber system, associations of women entrepreneurs and employers, organizations and civil sector. Results show that not enough was done in setting up the consultants and mentors for women entrepreneurship. The predominant form of conducting education for entrepreneurship and crafts is within the incentive programs of the responsible ministry
for entrepreneurship. At the time of implementing the Strategy 2010-2013, the linking of the official registers in order to include data that would serve in preparing the structural analyses using certain methodology, had not taken place. Therefore, it is not possible to give an analysis of
women entrepreneurship dynamics; a reliable analysis of their spatial distribution; business activities on foreign markets; investments in research and development; innovations, and financing of
women entrepreneurs. Such limitations when it comes to reliable, available data suggest defining key problems through a limited number of analytical areas, sample-based analyses, and qualitative assessments of status, which are obtained based on opinion polls of the women entrepreneurs and their associations, through public-private dialogue, and focus groups (Official Gazette
77/2014, page 18-19).

2. Some evidence on women entrepreneurship
and education in Croatia
Inclusion of the Republic of Croatia in the international GEM Project since 2002 enables the
longitudinal monitoring of changes in women’s entrepreneurial activity, but also international
comparison, using a standardized research approach. The TEA indicator determined the existence
of a significantly bigger gap in entrepreneurial activity between men and women in the Republic of Croatia compared to GEM countries. To illustrate, in the Republic of Croatia, in 2013, there
were 2.24 times more men active in entrepreneurship than women, while in the EU, 1.86 more
men were active in entrepreneurship than women (excluding Austria, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Denmark
and Malta), (Official Gazette 77/2014, page 20).
In the structure of employed persons, with regard to gender, there are great differences depending on the industry. There are ‘’male’’ industries (e.g. construction, mining, water supply and
wastewater management, where the share of women is from 12.3%, 15.2% to 19.4%), and ‘’female’’ industries (e.g. healthcare and social welfare - 79.1%, and education - 76.8% share of wom-
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en in total employed persons). These differences are largely connected with the patterns in educational choices of male and female children as well, and significantly based on stereotypes regarding what ‘’female’’ and ‘’male’’ jobs are. Educational choices influence the formation of workforce
structure, and it is important to identify them in order to reduce differences at later stages in life,
with regard to possibility to access certain professions (Official Gazette 77/2014, page 21).
The share of female population among graduate pupils/students rises from elementary education to higher education: of 48.7% of female graduate pupils of elementary education, over 50.1%
enters the structure of graduate students of secondary education, to 58.5% of women among
graduate students of higher education, 56.9% with a Master’s Degree, and 56.8% with PhD. At a
tertiary educational level and above, differences between certain disciplines and scientific fields
are great (Official Gazette 77/2014, page 21):
– At a higher education level from 15.5% of female population among graduate students of computer science and 16.1% of engineering, to 67.9% of business and administration, 94.4% in the
educator/teacher profession, and 94.8% in social welfare services,
– At a Master’s Degree level from 23.3% of female population among Master’s Degree holders in
the field of technical sciences, to 63.1% in the field of social sciences, to 73.2% in biomedicine
and healthcare, and 84.2% in natural sciences,
– At a PhD level from 23.1% of female population among holders of PhD in the field of technical
sciences, across 50.8% in the field of social sciences, to 60.4% in biomedicine and healthcare,
and 71.9% in natural sciences.
The latest data on representation of women and men at executive and managerial positions
in business entities in the Republic of Croatia is available on published results of the Progress
Project of Gender Equality Ombudsman, “Removing the Glass Maze - Equality of Opportunities
to Access Positions of Economic Decision-Making in Croatia” in 2014. Quantitative research was
conducted electronically - of the top 500 companies per revenue (rankings for 2012, FINA), 168
companies responded (33.60%). Fields of significant overrepresentation of women (>60%) are Finance (64.41%) and Quality control (65.79%). Field with gender balanced representation is Procurement (52.31% F; 47.69%M). Research results match the predominant indicators on the position of women and men on the Croatian labour market. Underrepresentation of women at a management level matches their underrepresentation in number of labour market participants (male
or female). Women enter management functions at a later point in life, and leave the same earlier, which matches the later entry of women into the labour market and earlier leave of the same.
This happens despite the fact that the share of women with higher education on the labour market is greater than the share of men, and that the share of women with higher education in companies that participated in research is greater than the share of men. The situation is opposite in
management bodies and division of jobs at the executive level according to traditional gender
roles matches the horizontal segregation of activity fields on the labour market (Official Gazette
77/2014, page 23).
The decline in presence of women in the hierarchy pyramid is present also outside the business
sector, and only additionally supports conclusions on the existence of structural obstacles (stereotypes and women being burdened by the profession of organizing family life). The data in continuation relates to 2011(Official Gazette 77/2014, page 23):
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At the university:
‒ among assistants, 55.2% of women
‒ among full professors, 28% of women
In the judiciary:
‒ Municipal court judges, 70.4% women
‒ Misdemeanour court judges, 72.0% women
‒ County court judges, 58.0% women
‒ Commercial court judges, 68.0% women
‒ Supreme court judges, 48.0% women
‒ Constitutional court judges, 38.5% women
At the State’s Attorney’s Office:
‒ municipal attorneys, 69.2% women
‒ county attorneys, 55.8% women
‒ state’s attorneys, 47.8% women

The example of educational field illustrates well
the stereotypes on what ‘’female’’ fields are,
because within ONE field and ONE profession,
there are differences in share of women in total
employed educators:
‒ In elementary education 84.8% women
‒ In secondary education 65.9% women
‒ In higher education 47.3% women

3. Women entrepreneurs’ judgement and opinions
In the Strategy is stated that scientific Study prepared by SMEs & Entrepreneurship Policy Centre (CEPOR) was used for Strategy preparation (Official Gazette 77/2014, page 18). In order to additionally analyse the status of women entrepreneurship, CEPOR organized focus groups in Zagreb and Osijek, where a total of 32 women entrepreneurs answered to prepared survey questionnaire, with targeted questions on obstacles and solutions for equalizing women and men in
entrepreneurial activities. Focus group answers show that most frequent problems and obstacles
in the area of insufficient social support lays in education of members of the family and marital
partners/ men, and traditionally/patriarchy-oriented women. However, women entrepreneurs
commented that education related to development of women entrepreneurship and self-employment is too low or insufficient and that there is a lack of training and educational programs,
especially in the field of technical sciences and fields for which there is market demand. Also, their
opinion is that entrepreneurship courses should be introduced in elementary schools, which can
positively change attitudes and opinions on entrepreneurs in wider society. Conclusion was to
urge actions and implementation of continuous education of women through various workshops,
especially in smaller environments. They emphasise that entrepreneurship courses in elementary and high schools should be introduced with additional, practical knowledge and best practice
examples. To conclude – women entrepreneurs adduces radical education system reform (Official
Gazette 77/2014, page 26).
The results of focus groups confirm opinions from the conducted promotional activities and
public-private dialogue in the previous period (which took place through Inter-Ministerial coordination and its accompanying expert body, consisting of representatives of the chamber system, employers, women’s associations, organizations and civil sector), i.e. that the open issues of
women entrepreneurship can be resolved through public policy, interests and needs of women,
and institutional infrastructure. In the Strategy 2010-2013, priorities and measures were determined in such a manner. With regards to assessing obstacles, the biggest number of points was
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assigned to obstacles related to lack of support in terms of balancing professional and family life,
lack of role models – especially in technology intensive activities, followed by equally assessed obstacles in education and training, traditional views on the role of women, and obstacles in accessing financial resources (Official Gazette 77/2014, page 26).

4. Education for entrepreneurship incentives
In the Report on implementation of the Strategy for the period 2010-2013 (available on the
web site of Croatian Government www.vlada.hr, page 34), measures for entrepreneurial learning are explained in the framework of the national SME incentives programmes. They were implemented on the counties level in collaboration with entrepreneurial centres, incubators, educational and other training institutions. On the basis of monitoring measures were improved
throughout years of implementation in quality and targeted topics, comprising single application plan of education and training, defined contents, methodology and standards. Activities corresponded to actual national and EU SME documents. In the stated Report Agreement between
responsible ministry for entrepreneurship and Croatian Chamber of Economy on Training needs
analysis (TNA) for SMEs is mentioned for the period 2008-2011. It is emphasized that turning
point was 2010 when, with the aim of better transparency stipulation on the competent education realizers was introduced and formal list of them created. In 2010 Croatia adopted national
Strategy of Entrepreneurial Learning 2010-2014. The following table on educational activities and
trainings is published:
Table 1. Incetives for entreprenurial learning by number and amount, number of seminars and
attendess 2002-2012
Number of
incentives

Amount in HRK

2002-2003

141

3,458.700.00

336

5.040

2004-2007

249

18,465.359.00

1554

22.626

2008-2010

413

15,037.450.00

706

10.585

Period

Number of seminars

Number of
attendees

Year average = 3.528 attendees
2011-2012

57

3,749.300.00

Total

860

40,710.879.00

Number of programmes 265

2.800

Number of hours 4096

3.200

2861

44.251

Source: Report on implementation of the Strategy of Women Entrepreneurship Development 2010-2013, page 34,
https://vlada.gov.hr/UserDocsImages//Sjednice/2014/170%20sjednica%20Vlade//170%20-%208c.pdf)

The Report stated that in activities of education, in relation to monitored years, high share of
women was evidenced (aprox. 70%) in entrepreneurial supporting institutions. Estimations are
that in the educational programs participated more than 60% women.
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5. Croatian Strategy of Women Entrepreneurship
Development 2014-2020
The Strategy has a long-term orientation towards continuous implementation of activities
that will have an impact on changes in value system, behaviour and environment: factors which
the strengthening of women’s entrepreneurial activity depends on. The Strategy also has a medium- term orientation - by 2020 - to increase the number of women starting a business venture,
and number of women - owners of growing business ventures - in order to achieve the level of
women’s entrepreneurial activity at the level that is achieved on average in the EU, measured by
the TEA indicator, for male and female. The target value of this Strategy is in reducing the gap to
the value of the TEA indicator in the EU, which is 1.86 (Official Gazette 77/2014, page 20).
The Strategy is conducted through the Action Plan, which is in the Annex, and is an umbrella document for women entrepreneurship. In realization, in terms of time, finances and organization, it leans on the Strategy of Entrepreneurship Development in the Republic of Croatia for
2013-2020, programs for stimulating entrepreneurship and crafts of the responsible ministry, and
other sectors’ programs, as well as operational programs that will be conducted for utilization
of structural funds in the program period for 2014-2020. Objectives are derived from the status
analysis of women entrepreneurship in the Republic of Croatia, and are based on continuing the
implementation of measures and priority action areas of the Strategy from the previous period,
containing a time dimension and competent authorities/stakeholders, as follows (Official Gazette
77/2014, page 30):
Priority action areas from the aspect of
‒ Public policy
‒ Interests and needs of women
‒ Institutional infrastructure
Time dimension for achieving results
‒ Medium and long-term
Competent authorities for activities
‒ Inter-Ministerial coordination (government office for gender equality, ministries in
charge of entrepreneurship and crafts, foreign and European affairs, science, education and sports, regional development and EU funds, economy, agriculture, labour and
pension system, and social policy and youth)
‒ Stakeholders (chamber system, associations of women entrepreneurs, employers, entrepreneurial support infrastructure, units of local and regional self-government)
‒ Academic sector, civil society
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(Source:Image
Official1Gazette
77/2014,
page 34 – and
Action
Plan for Implementation
of the Strategy)
– Strategic
objectives
measures
of Croatian Strategy

Image Gazette
1 – Strategic
objectives
measures
Croatian Strategy
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page 29).are the most demanding ones, because they are the result of cultural heritage (values base), absence of political willingness for consistent implementation of a politicalregulatory framework, and infrastructural insufficiency to support family life. In order for this to
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be remedied, the following are necessary: political consensus, long-term activities in the field of
education (value system, including responsibility for family life), changes in regulatory framework
(facilitating different forms of employment and performing business activities), and more significant support for development of institutions for childcare and eldercare (also including systematic financial support for women for using childcare services, if they are engaging in educational programs and training for starting a business venture). Besides this, it is of great importance to
incessantly and constantly work on gender sensitization of the public (education, media), but also
consistently adding in the gender dimension into the functioning of a society (Official Gazette
77/2014, page 19).
Potential woman entrepreneur may have a business idea, but not know how to realize it. Potential women entrepreneurs should be provided access, through various trainings, to the basic business skills, marketing and financial tools, which they could use in assessing whether their
idea is of market value as well. Continuous consulting and support are crucial in the initial stages
of starting a business, given that women are more cautious and less prone to risk-taking. On the
other hand, women entrepreneurs who are already established on the market may simply wish to
improve their business activities in a certain segment, and they need professional advice, knowledge and experience. For that purpose, it is necessary to organize the exchange of experience between already successful women entrepreneurs and women start-ups entrepreneurs, by introducing mentorship, and public presentations of successful women entrepreneurs’ own experiences (Official Gazette 77/2014, page 29).
Women entrepreneurs should be provided with access to on-line mentorship, consulting and
educational support, and a platform for business networking that will gather national ambassadors and on-line women mentors and strengthen their availability. Accessibility and support for
women entrepreneurship should be created, both at a national and regional level, and exchange
of best practices should be promoted (Official Gazette 77/2014, page 29).
Considering complex and specific circumstances in which women make a decision on inclusion
and/or participation in entrepreneurial activities, of great importance is the knowledge and experience of women already involved in the world of entrepreneurship. Numerous examples from
the world of women entrepreneurship in the Republic of Croatia testify to the undisputed enthusiasm of some women entrepreneurs in passing their experiences and examples on how they
started their entrepreneurial activity, i.e. how they developed their businesses (Official Gazette
77/2014, page 29).
However, for the purpose of ensuring as much quality support in resolving complex circumstances in which women entrepreneurship is developing, it is necessary to create new models
which would additionally motivate and mobilize active women entrepreneurs to provide consultancy services and/or mentorship to women entrepreneurs/start-ups, but also for the exchange of knowledge and experience among already active women entrepreneurs (Official Gazette 77/2014, page 29).
Institutional infrastructure is territorially distributed throughout the entire territory of the Republic of Croatia, and easily available to future and active women entrepreneurs. Further activities need to be directed at introducing appropriate measures aimed at the development of women entrepreneurship to local/regional development plans, as well as at strengthening their capacity for providing services of passing knowledge and experience to women entrepreneurs (Official
Gazette 77/2014, page 29).
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Here it is necessary to sensitize service providers, to the highest possible extent, towards those
gender differences and specifics related to women entrepreneurship, initiate development of modules according to the interests and needs of women entrepreneurs, stimulate the setting up of local/regional events to function towards the development of women entrepreneurship, and periodically organize public-private dialogue at a local and regional level (Official Gazette 77/2014,
page 29).
Projects of women entrepreneurs contribute to the overall growth and development of the
economy of the Republic of Croatia. Providing expert support to these projects is necessary not
only for the quicker and easier economic strengthening of women, but also to establish new entities of small and medium-sized enterprises and create new jobs (Official Gazette 77/2014, page
29).
Therefore, special attention in implementation of the Strategy should be given to providing expert support in the fields of new technologies and innovation, i.e. stimulate the institutional infrastructure to strengthen financial and administrative capacities for providing these types of services (Official Gazette 77/2014, page 29).
Institutional infrastructure functions on the entire territory of the Republic of Croatia, and in order to stimulate uniform regional development, it is necessary to especially stimulate development
of women entrepreneurship in rural areas, as well as on the islands and in karst areas, by creating special programs which, to the highest possible extent, take into consideration the specifics
of these areas (Official Gazette 77/2014, page 29).
The successful encouragement of women entrepreneurship can be achieved by ensuring implementation of incentive measures which have an effect on the entrepreneurial capacity which
at the same time solves the issue of women entrepreneurs. In that sense, it is important with regard to the current state of women’s unemployment, to make a transition from social welfare
to self-employment, i.e. generate a program of self-employment, especially for single mothers.
Widespread knowledge on the self-employment program in all institutions for support in development of entrepreneurship will increase the number of interested unemployed women who are
using the possibilities of the self-employment program (Official Gazette 77/2014, page 28).
Also, it is necessary to make a transition from self-employment to employer, i.e. generate
a program for growing business ventures, especially for single mothers, i.e. ensure specialized
teaching programs for training in management of fast-growing business ventures, i.e. increase the
number of interested women entrepreneurs for development/growth of their business ventures.
For the successful inclusion of women in entrepreneurship, there are also obstacles related to attitudes that need to be overcome in terms of the wider social environment. It is considered that
women do not have enough self-confidence or even readiness for risk-taking, and that they lack
initiative. However, this is about lack of logistics support, such as full-day kindergartens or childcare, which would make it easier for them to be mothers and successful entrepreneurs at the
same time (Official Gazette 77/2014, page 28).
In numbers, Strategy consists of 4 strategic objectives, 12 measures and 65 activities, out of
which the following is earmarked to education (following strategic objectives, Official Gazette
77/2014, page 31):
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Strategic Objective #2 - Improving Systematic Support to Women Entrepreneurship
Measure 4 – Support for Women Entrepreneurship
‒ ensure support for transition from social welfare to self-employment
‒ ensure support for transition from self-employment to employer
Measure 6 – Education and Training
‒ strengthen education for entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial competencies for company management, family businesses and growth management
‒ develop new models of education and training and development of women in business
management (ICT systems, new technologies, creative industries, applying innovations,
cluster management, etc.)
Strategic Objective #3 – Introduction of Women Entrepreneurship to the Overall Institutional Infrastructure
Measure 8 – Consultancy and Mentorship at a Regional Level
‒ build capacities for providing services of training and consultancy for women, from startups to women entrepreneurs who lead their own growing business ventures
‒ organize seminars and stimulate projects for women entrepreneurs with experience who
would like to engage in mentorship
‒ determine quality standards for providing business services
Measure 9 – Women Entrepreneurship Support through Infrastructure Support
‒ improve cooperation with units of local and regional self-government and development
agencies to include development of women entrepreneurship in development strategies
Measure 10 – Providing expert support to women entrepreneurial projects
‒ strengthen support institutions to increase expert support for women entrepreneurial
projects in the field of new technologies and innovations
‒ prepare special programs for expert support to the specifics of rural, island and karst
entrepreneurship
The Strategy emphasizes the necessity of a connection between the academic community
and small and medium-sized enterprises at a regional level, and strengthening training and educational programs for entrepreneurship. The lack of role models in women entrepreneurship,
from start-ups to women entrepreneurs in growing enterprises, from labour intensive to knowledge intensive ventures, is a significant issue in strengthening women’s entrepreneurial activity,
given that learning from local role models is the most effective. The academic community needs
to be included in research of women’s entrepreneurial ventures, describe examples of success
and failure, and the use of case study from such research needs to be included in educational and
training materials, as used by entrepreneurship supporting institutions (Official Gazette 77/2014,
page 30).
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7. Women in ICT
In 2013, the EU prepared a report titled Women Active in the ICT Sector which points to the
importance of women in the IT sector for long-term growth, as well as for sustainability of the European economy. Women are still under-represented, and of 1000 women with higher education,
only 29 have a diploma in an ICT field (compared to 95 men), while only 4 of 1000 women work in
that sector. Under-representation of women is particularly evident at executive positions, where
their share is significantly smaller than in other sectors. The main economic argument for the importance of women’s presence in this sector points to the fact that the European GDP would increase every year by approximately EUR 9 billion, if women were represented in the ICT sector
in equal number as men. According to the Report, the most significant problems that impact the
presence of women in the ICT sector are: stereotypes on the role of women in society; internal
barriers and socio-psychological factors that drive women away from the sector (lack of self-confidence, lack of negotiating skills); and external barriers (strong male predomination in the sector
and lack of role models) (Official Gazette 77/2014, page 24).
According to the First release of statistical survey on ICT (source: Croatian Bureau of Statistics:
“Usage of information and communication technologies (ICT) in enterprises” 2013) tendencies
are: high level of ICT integration in business conduct; 98% of enterprises used computers; 98%
had the internet access, usage of broadband internet access prevails; 77% of enterprises used
some type of fixed broadband internet connection; 54% of enterprises use mobile broadband internet access: 68% of enterprises owned a web site; 92% of enterprises used e-government services, Internet sales covered only 11% of the total sales of goods and services, social internet media usage was not widespread, used by 33% of enterprises.
The integration of business processes and communication between business entities via the
internet allow for a more efficient offer of goods and services and their purchase and sale on the
market. The volume of e-commerce compared to conventional commerce was still rather low and
barely 11% of sales were conducted via the internet. Two thirds of transactions were completed
via electronic data interchange systems (EDIs), while one third was completed by selling via web
pages. The social internet media usage is monitored in order to determine their influence on business processes and business results. The survey shows that the social media are mostly used for
advertising and exchanging information with customers. They are predominantly used in small
enterprises, while medium-sized and large enterprises used the social internet media quite rarely. No data are available on women owned enterprises using ICT.
In the following table priorities for action and policy recommendation as well as transversal
problems in the EU Report are systematically presented pointed out concrete actions for member states as follows (breakdown/review from pages 48-77):
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PRIORITIES

CONCRETE ACTIONS/MEMBER STATES

Priority 1. Build a renewed
image of the sector among
women and mainstream
society

‒ Create a partnership with the EC for all institutional campaigns
suggested.
‒ Establish national targets in the frame of the Europe 2020 Strategy
regarding women and ICT.
‒ Revise, together with the industry, all ICT-related syllabuses at
primary and secondary education levels.
‒ Create a national programme of dissemination of ICT in school with
visits to companies and public events (both for men and women).
‒ Organize schools’ challenges (competitions) widely disseminated
(national broadcasters) for young students (10-16 years old) on ICT
topics, with at least 50% of girls participating.
‒ Focus existing training resources for unemployed people to encourage
women into the sector (even if with a different background), e.g.: SAP
certifications, ITIL, CISCO, etc.

Priority 1.2. Promote a
“diversity” approach

‒ Disseminate existing evidence of the economic benefits of diversity in
the workforce through mass media.
‒ Use an approach focused on diversity in all communication campaigns
about gender issues.
‒ Involve men in all discussions on the topic from a diversity point of
view.
‒ Incentivise and promote companies that are examples of best
practices.
‒ Ensure Diversity exists in educational contexts.

Priority 2. Empower
women in the sector

‒ Create bridge programmes linking tertiary education institutions with
the industry:
▪ Mentoring programs at schools (Success proven by the case study
of Hannover University)
▪ Guidance for teachers and career advisors on the need of girls and
the sector.
‒ Revise syllabus to include management, negotiation and
entrepreneurial skills designed from the gender perspective.

Priority 3. Increase
the number of women
entrepreneurs in the ICT
sector

‒ Create specific funds for women entrepreneurs in ICT.
‒ Support business angels who assist women entrepreneurs.
‒ Revise the regulatory framework to favour entrepreneurs and reduce
administrative burdens in the sector.
‒ Include in syllabuses entrepreneurship skills designed taking into
account the gender perspective.

Priority 4. Improve working
conditions in the sector

‒ Improve access to affordable child care facilities by facilitating
funding (grants, tax, reductions, etc.) and facilitate the procedure of
establishing company kindergartens and nurseries.
‒ Legislate to promote the use of paternity leave.
‒ Improve the regulatory framework to enhance flexible working
arrangements.
‒ Establish quotas on candidates for PhDs at technology universities
and research institutions (following German case).

Transversal action 1.
Improve data availability

‒ Coordinate with EC the elaboration of new statistics.
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Best practices should be analysed and publicised on a continuous basis
at the European and national levels. An annual award praising the best
initiatives should be established. Awards should be designed for at least
the following areas:
‒ Best 3rd sector initiative.
‒ Best industry initiative.
‒ Best public or governmental initiative: political commitment has
proven to be a main driver for change.
Best practices and case studies should be monitored in the mid-term in
order to truly analyse its impacts and identify areas of improvement.

In the EU Report among many useful information and evidence, author in this paper points out
the following (pages 15-17):
“Despite the evidence which proves that women’s access to an ICT career is essential for the
sector’s long-term growth and the sustainability of the European economy, there remains a large
gender gap in Europe’s ICT sector.
Several problems prevent women from fully participating in the ICT sector:
1. Cultural traditions and stereotypes about women’s role in society and about the sector.
2. Internal barriers, socio-psychological factors pulling back women from the sector and its
top positions: lack of self-confidence, lack of bargaining skills, risk-aversion and negative
attitudes towards competition.
3. External barriers, ICT sector features strengthening the gender gap: strongly male dominated environment, complex reconciliation between personal and professional life, and lack
of role models in the sector.
In the priority 3. Increase the number of women entrepreneurs in the ICT sector the EU Report
stated: “The number of female entrepreneurs in the ICT sector is low compared to other sectors.
Women constitute 53.9% of entrepreneurs in non-ICT sectors and 31.1% of all European self/employed while accounting for a mere 19.2% of ICT entrepreneurs. Promoting entrepreneurship in
Europe, both among men and women, is critical for the European economy.
Top recommendations:
1. Improve access to funding for women entrepreneurs, particularly seed and venture capital
programmes.
2. Promote the idea of entrepreneurship in the ICT sector as easier than in other sectors:
programming can be done from a PC anywhere and requires low initial investment! Use
role models as examples.”

8. Conclusion
Author conducted desk top survey on women entrepreneurship and education which show a
numerous texts and papers. For conclusion of this paper the author points out an interesting paper developed by Félice van Hooff and Sharda Nandram published under title “Female entrepreneurship; A new perspective for entrepreneurship and the implications for entrepreneurship education”. The authors, among other, observe the perspective of education related to differences between male and female entrepreneurs in characteristics and competences. The paper pre-
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sented researchers who examined and confirmed that some entrepreneurial skills are in general
considered as masculine e.g. power, competitiveness and confidentiality, while other found that
female entrepreneurs scored significantly higher on traits related to autonomy and change. Furthermore, authors cite some studies which reveal that women are more opened to ideas, they
give higher score on trust and they are socially warmer compared to men, and studies which have
shown that women value and excel in consensus-building, cooperation, nurturance, charisma
and interpersonal relationships, more than men do while men put higher value on perseverance
and risk. According to the paper and cited researchers, women use five leadership behaviours
(“People development”, “Expectation and rewards”, “Role model”, “Inspiration”, and “Participative decision making”) more frequently than men – particularly the first three. Men adopt two behaviours (“Control and corrective action” and “Individualistic decision making”) more often than
women. Authors emphasised that this could also be applied to the entrepreneurship. They see
that entrepreneurial activity is dependent upon whether individuals can identify with the characteristics and behaviours that are associated with entrepreneurship and allege that when entrepreneurship is strongly linked to masculine characteristics, such as autonomy, perseverance,
high energy levels, self-confidence and decisiveness, this may negatively affect the entrepreneurial self-perception of women. Interesting in the paper is stated indications that women perceive
themselves as less entrepreneurial, independent of activities undertaken and that participation
in business activities does not guarantee that the individual perceives him/herself as an entrepreneur. “Women speak more of a lifestyle choice generally not associated with entrepreneurship as such. The male norm of entrepreneurship (and the way in which this is adhered to in current education) might negatively affect women’s willingness and self-confidence in choosing selfemployment. This way female entrepreneurship could remain in secondary position”. Authors accentuate that future research can focus on how more female behaviours can be integrated and
fostered in entrepreneurial education. “This gender-aware, holistic norm, combining both male
and female attitudes, characteristics and competences, could then also be integrated in entrepreneurial education. In this way women might identify themselves more easily with entrepreneurship and with that consider it more as a future career option”.
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“Culture of Entrepreneurship – Croatia case”
M. Sc. Dragica Karajić, Ministry of Entrepreneurship and Crafts, Zagreb, Croatia, dragica.karaic@minpo.hr

Summary
This paper tries to present development of culture of entrepreneurship in Croatia from the
entrepreneurship development and SME policy maker point of view. Two decades ago was
the initial momentum of the young state when entrepreneurship culture was only a perspective which needed to be systemically built up. The short overview of the transition process in Croatia was the process of creating favourable political and economic environment
for the culture of entrepreneurship development. The core of this manifold transition was
the transition process of human resources. Croatia invested budgetary funds and initiated
systematic support for the needs of entrepreneurial learning as long life process that creates the culture of entrepreneurship in broader society environment.
Key words: culture of entrepreneurship, entrepreneurship development, Life-long entrepreneurial learning, Croatia

Introduction
The entrepreneurship culture affirms an individual entrepreneur and his contribution to the
overall economic development of the country. But, to come to this point was almost twenty
year’s process. The most difficult part of it was the change of mentality thus, it could be affirmed
it is still ongoing process.
The Croatian systematic support model of entrepreneurship development started in 1997
with first Government Programme on Entrepreneurship and SME Development. Within these
Programme framework two capital national flagships projects gave strong impact on the longterm basis1, the Entrepreneurship Promotion Programme and Entrepreneurship Education of the
Teacher/Trainers of Entrepreneurship, Advisers and Promoters of Entrepreneurship (Entrepreneurship for 21st Century Manual, 1999).

Entrepreneurship Promotion National programme
National Entrepreneurship programme since 1997 with comprehensively designed activities
led to creation a favourable climate and positive attitude among the public regarding private
entrepreneurship as well as providing information on the business and investment stimulating
measures implemented by Croatian Government, counties, cities and municipalities to all interested parties (Karajić, 2004, 12-15).

1

Government of the Republic of Croatia adopted five four-years Programme on Entrepreneurship and SME Development so far 19972000; 2001-2004; 2004-2007; 2008-2012; 2013-2016 currently under implementation.
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The promotion of entrepreneurship was carried out on all levels, from state authorities to
city and municipal authorities, employing various media (television, radio, press, etc.). A variety of specialized publications were issued in order to provide more information to all interested
parties.
Researches were done on population attitude toward entrepreneurship, business preferences among potential entrepreneurs and case studies of ex and operating small entrepreneurs in
order to increase both the promotional and educational effects of Entrepreneurship Promotion
programme aspects. Research results were used as recommendations for promotional campaign
concept.
Promotional activities are an ongoing process aimed to raise awareness on entrepreneurship
development with long term impact to create an affirmative environment the core of entrepreneurship culture.
Particularly, promotional measures and activities were focused on two target groups:
Those encouraged starting own small business:
-

Unemployed

-

Employed threat with job lost

-

Women

-

War veterans and handicapped, and

Those who should be sensibiliser on entrepreneurial spirit:
-

Pre-school and School children

-

Students

-

Young graduates

The concept of entrepreneurial society starts with early age and the bottom line of this model is the culture of entrepreneurship.
In pursuit of a new ‘Enterprise’ and ‘Entrepreneurship’ Paradigm for Learning (Gibb, 2001, 233269) the author emphasizes the imperative on a more conceptual level as the pursuit of entrepreneurial behaviour seen as a function of the degree of uncertainty and complexity in the task and
broader environment that leads to a conclusion that a wide range of stakeholders are being confronted with the need for entrepreneurial behaviour, almost potentially everyone in the community. Entrepreneurship is therefore not solely the prerogative of business the author concludes.

Entrepreneurship Education Programme Implementation
The first national network of Teacher/Trainers of Entrepreneurship was created both on national and regional levels. The candidates were selected through a public bid widely published
throughout the Croatian media. The selection criteria were high education from any technical or
social field, professional background i.e. one third from academic background, one third consultants and one third real economy. For the candidates being entrepreneur high education was not
a prerequisite. Additional selection criteria were regional representation, representation of women as well as an age between 30 and 50 years.
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“The project of education for teachers/trainers, advisers and promoters of entrepreneurship”
that started in 1997, resulted in the year 2000 with certification of 72 Teacher/Trainers, 150 Advisers and 250 Promoters of Entrepreneurship in Croatia.
Advisors and promoters were employees of the key economy stakeholders on the regional
level: employees of the local self-government, chambers, cooperatives, employment agency and
entrepreneurial centres. The critical mass of the representatives of the key stakeholders was created which encouraged the wide spread of concentric rounds of further education, continuing
education of advisers and promoters and parallel education of different targeted groups of the
entrepreneurs.
The results obtained after the first decade were surveyed and presented by the authors of the
paper (Gregov, 2011, 433-454) the Analysis of Certified Teachers / Trainers of Entrepreneurship in
Croatia. The paper tried to analyse the contribution of the “The project of education for teachers/
trainers, advisers and promoters of entrepreneurship” rendered by the teachers/trainers of entrepreneurship toward positive entrepreneurship environment which enabled an increase of entrepreneurial activities in the Croatian society ten years afterwards. The major results show that
they have disseminated practical knowledge and entrepreneurial attitudes among thousands of
people, 70,000 estimated.
The Paper’s conclusion is that it is possible that education program, through appropriate selection, motivation of lecturers and candidates, masters interdisciplinary managerial skills for
starting and running SMEs, to accepts a holistic approach to entrepreneurship as a life philosophy and to upgrade adult teaching methodology to the level that it can be disseminated successfully to the people.
The SME policies were targeted to sensitise the youth from early age with entrepreneurship
in order to prepare them for an independent participation in a small business and to develop own
entrepreneurial capacities. However, the first decade finished with no introduction of additional
entrepreneurship education program in primary and secondary school levels.
Consequently, Junior Achievement experience (EU Charter, 2004, 17) has been recorded in
the Croatian self-assessment report on EU Charter’s principles implementation under section
Identification of good practise and in the framework of the Programme on SMEs Support Development adopted by the Government of the Republic of Croatia for 2004.
The pilot project Junior Achievement implementation started in 1998 on the level of selected primary and secondary schools, but as regular subject in secondary schools curricula has been
embedded only in few private secondary education. Among the first was private gymnasium and
economics school in Zagreb which already in 2003 recorded the outcomes of Junior Achievement
project through:
Participation on Junior Achievement Europe 2004 Contest in London resulted that B.
Kotruljević School in Zagreb has been entrusted to Chair the EUROPEN the international organization for Exercise Company. Consequently, the EUROPEN central office for Exercise Company in
Croatia was founded.
The network of about thirty exercise companies has been established all over Croatia which
was enabled to do a business with other EUROPEN member countries. The EUROPEN central office with seat in Zagreb helped the exercise company business performance in other Croatian
secondary schools in cities of Slavonski Brod, Split, Zadar, Rijeka, Karlovac, Šibenik and Bjelovar.
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Entrepreneurship in Secondary Schools Studies
The impact of Junior Achievement Project implementation in Croatia resulted with recognition
of practical knowledge from Exercise Company and its consequent integration within economics
subjects in the most of secondary schools. On public available the List of Secondary Schools in the
Republic of Croatia there are registered 471 of secondary schools in total (The List of Secondary
Schools, 2014) of economics i.e. ISCED3 level of formal education.
Additionally, ISCED 3 level of education is particularly foreseen in strategic EU entrepreneurship development documents (EC, SME Policy Index, 2012) and the latest outcomes reported
shows that entrepreneurship as a key competence is embedded mostly in VET secondary schools
i.e. economics and some craftsmanship schools. In general secondary schools according to Small
Business Act for EU implementation report, there is still a gap in general part of secondary education schools i.e. gymnasium, lyceum, as well as in some VET schools in agriculture, tourism and
similar.

Entrepreneurship as a Key Competence Approach
The momentum came through benchmark exercise in the implementation of the European
Charter for Small Enterprises (EC, 2000) that was extended to the pre-accession region in 2003
when the EU enlargement process foresaw the entry of Croatia and other South East European
countries.
The impact and potential of the European Charter implementation was foreseen as strong
policy tool for promoting entrepreneurship learning in the pre-accession region. The knowledge
and best practises exchange forced a need for a dynamic approach, effective and efficient dialog
among group of the regional experts (Karajić, 2012, 247 – 256). A relative survey on the opinion
of EU Charter’s national co-ordinators demonstrated that eight countries needed an interaction
in order to improve their entrepreneurial learning policy. As outcome of this process the Croatian
State Authority for SME Policy development2 was firm in decision to introduce entrepreneurship
as compulsory study.
This decision was followed by the foundation of the South East European Centre for Entrepreneurial Learning3 SEECEL as regional institution and instrument for strategic cooperation and
strengthening the entrepreneurial capacity and competitiveness of human capital.
The main strategic goal of this instrument is to overtake the role on long-term basis to introduce the entrepreneurship as a key competence in all levels of formal, non-formal, and informal
education.
The National Framework Curriculum (MSES, 2010) emphasizes the entrepreneurial learning
as one of the core competencies. Its main education goal is development of personality traits,
skills, abilities, and attitudes necessary for the action of the individual as a successful enterprising
person. Also, the National Strategy for Entrepreneurship Education Development (GOV Croatia,
2

3

Successors in SME Policy development: Ministry of Economy; Ministry of SMEs; Ministry of Economy, Labour and Entrepreneurship;
Ministry of Entrepreneurship and Crafts.
SEECEL has been founded as an independent institution by contract signed between Republic of Croatia, through Ministry of Economy, Labour and Entrepreneurship and Croatian Chamber of Economy registered at the Trade Court on July 28, 2009 with seat in
Zagreb and International Governing Board in which eight SEE countries participate.
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2010) defines the Entrepreneurship as one out of eight key competencies. However, in the curricula of the formal levels of education entrepreneurship as a cross curriculum is still not embedded.
The strategic development pillars for the period 2009-2012 were way the SEECEL implements
the ISCED 2, ISCED 5/6 and Training Needs Analysis for SMEs at regional level. In the period 2013
and plus, all ISCED levels are included in formal educational system as well as in non-formal learning. SEECEL continue to implements piloting in 4 secondary schools per each of eight countries of
SEE, two general secondary schools and 2 VET secondary schools.

Entrepreneurship Education in Higher Schools
The strengthening of private sector and individual entrepreneur’s business performance capacities was a good opportunity to impose the entrepreneurship education introduction in higher schools.
Under Croatian authority of the Ministry of Science, education and Sport the Central register
of accredited studies in higher education is recorded (MSES, 2014). The Entrepreneurship and/
or Entrepreneurship Economics studies are included in the list of universities, universities of applied sciences and faculties listed per Counties of the Republic of Croatia. The Entrepreneurship
and/or Entrepreneurship Economics studies are accredited at the University of Zagreb, University of Osijek, and University of Rijeka, on different faculties i.e. faculties of economics, agriculture,
tourism, and like.
The other accredited higher schools and universities of applied sciences have the management studies. There are eight counties with accredited universities of applied sciences.
University of Applied Science VERN’ in Zagreb is an example where the greatest group of 21
teachers/trainers of entrepreneurship participated in creation and launching of new entrepreneurship courses and curricula for under-graduate and graduate studies at polytechnics universities. In 2000 they have created and lunched professional undergraduate study in entrepreneurship and in 2005 specialist professional graduate study in entrepreneurial management. Another
larger group of teachers/trainers in 1999 established Evening School of Entrepreneurial Management at the Zagreb World Trade Centre.

Entrepreneurial supporting infrastructure
The development of the supporting entrepreneurial infrastructure includes institutions which
meet the entrepreneurs’ needs for counselling and consulting services, business information and
training. Through systematic implementation of Government Programme for SME development
in the last two decades an institutional network has been established that comprises 21 Regional
development agencies, about 80 Entrepreneurial centres, Entrepreneurial incubators and Small
business zones throughout twenty one county of Croatia.
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Conclusions
Culture of Entrepreneurship meaning is efficiently structured social and economic model where the capacity building of entrepreneurship values, attitudes, knowledge and behaviour
starts in early population age and continues lifelong through all levels of formal, non-formal and
informal education.
It reflects quad helix model of development: Education/Academia – Public Sector – Business/
SMEs – Civil Society that in Croatia is in its two decades lasting run, however each segment of it
still seeks further capacity improvement, and fine tuning of own services delivery in wider society.
There are streamlined efforts in the past two decades to widely spread the entrepreneurship
education. The Croatian national authority for SME policy has recorded continuity in education
and training for entrepreneurship. The National Framework Curriculum recognizes the entrepreneurship as one among eight basic key education competencies as well as the Strategy for Entrepreneurship Education Development.
The entrepreneurship and/or entrepreneurship economics studies are included across higher
education institutions. However, the entrepreneurship on the primary and secondary school level is still extracurricular.
This fact further supports the importance of the activities implemented by South East Centre
for Entrepreneurial Learning SEECEL among eight countries to introduce the entrepreneurship as
a key competence in all levels of formal, non-formal and informal education.
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Abstract
Access to finance is nowadays widely recognized as one of the main impediments for growth
and development of the SME sector. As a direct consequence of global economic crisis, the
problem of financing of SMEs has only recently come under closer scrutiny of policymakers, but has also attracted the attention of market operators. For several years, a number of
public and market-based initiatives towards SMEs and investors have taken place in developed (and to much lesser degree in emerging markets), in order to promote visibility and access of SMEs on stock exchanges, as well as greater participation of investors’ community.
Designing the optimal market structure for SMEs in developing markets seems to be more
of an art than the exact science as it requires not just finding the fine balance between increasing costs of the listing process for the SME issuer and acceptable mechanisms to protect investors, but also implies struggle with liquidity deficiency of the prime market listings.
Key words: Small and medium enterprises, SME exchanges, MTFs, financing gap, equity financing, financing life cycle model

1. Introduction
It is widely accepted that one of the major impediments to growth and development of SME
sector nowadays is lack of access to external funding sources. Specifically stated, as small and medium enterprises do not have easy access to capital markets, their balance sheets typically heavily rely on long-term and short-term banking loans and trading finance (from suppliers) as main
sources of external financing. This makes them especially vulnerable during times of economic crises and financial meltdown. Evidently, this was a case with recent global crisis during which
(commercial) banks significantly refrained from giving or extending loans to enterprises, which
especially adversely affected small and medium enterprises. In order to diminish such negative
impact during crises when availability of long term external funding sources for SME dries up, other forms of external funding sources - specifically one that includes stock exchanges, have come
into focus and closer attention of policymakers and other stakeholders on both sides of Atlantic. This came as no surprise as stock exchanges represent one of the key pillars of financial systems, at least in developed countries. In that context, the goal for exchanges, regulators and policymakers becomes the promotion of financing of mid and small cap and SMEs on capital markets in a period when banks are expected to face growing difficulties in financing SMEs (Naacke
& Hirsch 2013).
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Alternative methods of SME equity financing may take various informal (family, friends, business angels) and formal forms (such as venture capital funding & private equity funds, crowd
funding and financing via SME dedicated platforms of stock exchanges). Without the intention to
argue the significance of SME sector1 in spurring economic development, growth and innovations
which has already been widely discussed in numerous reports and empirical studies, this paper
primarily deals with the ease of access of SME to one particular form of equity financing – one
that occurs using capital markets in its narrow sense, notably stock exchanges.
This paper aims to contribute towards the growing debate on funding of SME through dedicated stock exchanges. We hope that this paper will serve as a useful contribution to policymakers, practitioners, and to other stakeholders to undertake certain steps and contribute to additional research.
This paper is structured as follows: Section 1 presents a brief overview of the life cycle approach in SME balance sheet financing. Section 2 gives a brief overview of the role of stock exchanges and a snapshot of key differences between SME board and main market. Section 3 presents a discussion of main obstacles and challenges in designing functional SME dedicated exchange with certain propositions and policy recommendations, and Section 4 is the conclusion.

2. A Life Cycle Approach in SME balance sheet financing
Prior to researching SME dedicated exchanges, we will briefly pay attention to one of today`s
common approaches in understanding the structure of SME balance sheet financing using firm`s
life cycle approach, developed by Berger & Udell (1998:622), which presents firm`s typically available financing options along a size/age/information continuum. According to them “small business may be thought of as having a financial growth cycle in which financial needs and options
change as business grows, gains further experience, and becomes less informationally opaque…
Smaller/younger/more opaque firms lie near the left end of the continuum indicating that they
must rely on initial insider finance, trade credit, and/or angel finance” (Berger & Udell 1998). It
is worth noticing that debt and equity financing may, especially in later stages of SME balance
sheets, represent rather complements than substitutes. With easier access to capital markets,
SMEs might be able to balance their capital structure with more flexibility as lower leverage and
strong equity base enable SMEs to take more debt in balance sheet.

1

The definition of SME varies across the countries but it is most often related to a certain number of employees, assets size and turnover. According to EU criteria, SMEs were defined as companies with less than 250 employees and a turnover not exceeding EUR 50
million or annual balance sheet not exceeding EUR 43 million.
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take place at later stages. In the context of this model, financing gap of SMEs in their early stage of
development clearly exists.

2

The term financing gap means that there are significant numbers of SMEs that could use funds productively if they were
available, but cannot obtain finance from the formal financial system (OECD 2006)
2

The term financing gap means that there are significant numbers of SMEs that could use funds productively if they were available,
but cannot obtain finance from the formal financial system (OECD 2006)

3
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Thus, in this early stage of development with regard to equity financing, SMEs may opt for direct
markets or on alternative trading venues such as MTFs.
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Thus, in this early stage of development with regard to equity financing, SMEs may opt for direct investment ranging from less formal (friend, family, business angels) and more formal sources (venture capital funds) or they can decide to go public for trading on public markets - regulated markets or on alternative trading venues such as MTFs.

3. The Role of Stock Exchange and SME Sector
Equity markets can be an effective mechanism of financing for large, and as evidenced on
certain markets, for medium and small companies as well. Stock exchanges, irrespective of their
country of residence, markets they serve, history, and organizational design, should have the basic role of “providing capital for companies to grow, and investment destinations for individual
savers, thus contributing to the creation of wealth for the general public” (Saito, 2010:302).
Based on transparency and disclosure requirements, and irrespective of company size, listing on exchanges can take two basic forms: listing on regulated markets and listing on alternative trading venues such as the MTFs. Exchanges with different reputations and therefore listing
standards can coexist.3 In fact, to increase their revenues from listing fees and trading costs, exchanges may lower their listing standards so as to attract more listings, without lowering the listing standards for their main markets.
According to the size of issuer, securities markets may serve two types of issuers – large cap
companies and SMEs. In general, SMEs have an option to be listed on regulated market or on alternative trading venue. Since exchanges with high listing standards attract blue chip issuers,
whereas exchanges with lower standards attract lower quality companies (Grose & Friedman
2006), we find SMEs mainly listed on alternative trading venues and second-tier boards, while
large cap companies or blue chips are frequently listed on regulated markets in prime segment or
official listings. However, initiatives towards financing SME via capital markets in less developed
capital markets are either still in embryonic phase or these initiatives proved to be unsuccessful
according to IFC report (IFC 2010).
There are many advantages for companies raising funds through stock exchange such as the
diversification of funding sources, access to broader base of potential investors’ base, access to
equity capital which generally enables carrying more debt in balance sheet, brand recognition
and reputation, but also indirectly creates new jobs through entrepreneurship. However, complying with disclosure and other public markets requirements for SMEs is too costly in terms of explicit and implicit costs which usually contain certain fixed components.
In order to get broader picture of today`s SME financing via stock exchange it is interesting to
note that in 2012, for all World Federation of Exchanges (WFE) members taken as a whole, mid,
small and micro-cap accounted for 88% of the total number of listed companies, 38% of the number of trades, 11% of the market capitalization and 14% of the value of share trading.4 The share
of each market segment in each indicator for WFE members is presented in Figure 4.

3
4

Chemmanur & Fulghieri (2006)
WFE, Focus, NO 249, November 2013; WFE 2012 Market Segmentation Survey.
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Figure 4. Share of each market segment in each indicator for WFE members
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Sources: WFE, Focus, NO 249, November 2013; WFE 2012 Market Segmentation Survey.
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Acronym for Market of the high-growth and emerging stocks.
For detailed list of markets serving SMEs see Grant Thorton (2008).
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Table 1. SME dedicated trading venues in the five biggest European economies
Year of
creation

Capitalization
(€bn, end Oct
2013)

Average
market
capitalization
(€mn)

No. of
listed
companies

UK

1995

82.8

75.6

1,092

Deutsche
Börse

Germany

2005

23

115

202

Alternext

NYSE
Euronext

France

2005

5.9

31.7

183

MAB

BME

Spain

2009

0.76a

34.6

22

AIM Italia
MAC

London Stock
Exchange
Group/Borsa
Italiana

Italy

2008

0.77b

32

24

Alternative
market

Operator

Country

AIM

London Stock
Exchange
Group

Entry
Standard

a) Value at end of May 2013
b) Value at end of June 2013
Source: Infelise (2014)

Successfulness of SME access to external equity funding via stock exchange in any country depends on joint and cooperative efforts of government and policymakers, regulator, capable market operator, representative bodies of investors’ community (e.g. venture and private equity associations, association of business angels), investment firms and other stakeholders. In developed
markets, a number of public and market-based initiatives have been undertaken in order to promote financing needs of SMEs.7 Pulling together key characteristics from several successful SME
markets, in Table 2 we summarize common distinctive features of SME exchange vs. main listing.
Table 2. Key differences between SME board and main market

7

SME board

Main market

Less extensive rulebook; usually regulated under
rules of market operator, i.e. self-regulated

Strictly regulated by national securities (capital
market) laws (and in EU relevant MiFID directives)

Publication of information memorandum(simpler
than prospectus)

Obligatory publication of prospectus

Mandatory partners usually required (listing
sponsor, certified adviser, market maker / liquidity provider)

Obligatory participation of investment company;
in certain markets involvement of other agents
and sponsors may be mandatory

Simpler and faster admission procedure and listing requirements; reduced administrative and
procedural burden

More restrictive admission requirements and
higher administrative and procedural burden

Summary review of these initiatives is presented by Infelise (2014).
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Less strict information requirements

Stricter information requirements

Lenient reporting requirements

Stricter ongoing reporting requirements

Shorter financial history and lower accounting
standards

Longer financial history and higher accounting
standards

Sometimes government tax incentives & other
subsidies

Generally no government incentives

Smaller investor base with institutional and retail investors (in certain markets retail investors
prevail)

Broad investor base, suited for regulated institutional investors

Perceived higher investment and liquidity risk

Perceived lower investment and liquidity risk

Aimed at potentially high growth companies in
the start-up or early stage (short track record),
seeking to raise relatively smaller amounts (from
a few hundred thousand and a few million euros)

Aimed at companies at an advanced stages of
development, seeking to raise higher amounts
of capital (from a few million up to a few billion
euros)

Firms operating in innovative sectors, mainly with
intangible assets, although some markets attract
broad set of companies from different sectors

Firms operating in various sectors

Sources: Authors’ compilation

Current regulatory regime of MiFID8 in EU countries, proved to be incomplete from the point
of enabling easy access of SMEs to financial markets. SMEs faced greater difficulties and costs to
raise capital from equity markets than larger issues due to the lack of visibility of SME markets,
the lack of market liquidity for SME shares and the high costs of an initial public offering (Baker & McKenzie 2012). New proposals of MiFID II introduce the creation of specific label for “SME
growth markets” to facilitate SME`s access to capital markets in order to make these markets
more attractive to small companies and investors than existing categories.

4. Lessons to be learned
With the basic infrastructure in place, initiatives, if any, toward stimulating funding of SMEs
through majority of local stock exchanges in less developed markets in EU countries have been
fruitless. To be more precise, the majority of stock exchanges in SEE post-transition countries simply have failed to thrive not only in attracting SMEs but also in attracting large issuers. Reasons
are manifold and deeply interrelated. Symptoms are painful – these markets have only a few liquid listings, new IPOs are rare, and daily turnover frequently does not exceed a few million euros
with only a few companies responsible for a large percentage of the total trading. The prospects
for these local exchanges does not seem bright as globalization and technology enable larger issuers to dual list on local and global markets, or they simply switch home listing market, preferring foreign global markets versus local ones. In certain local markets issuers sometimes choose
to delist themselves as they do not perceive any benefits of being listed.9 Thus, as suggested by
some researchers10, local markets should turn themselves to serving SMEs instead serving prime

8
9
10

The Markets in Financial Instruments Directive – a European Union law that provides harmonised regulation for investment services
E.g. during 2013, 19 firms were delisted form regulated market of Zagreb Stock Exchange.
See Grose & Friedman (2006).
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issuers. However, this suggestion may be misleading. As we shall point out later, certain local markets already serve SMEs, at least according to firm size definition used by WFE and FESE. Such defined, large issuers generally represent just a small percentage of total number of firms listed on
local exchanges.
In order for SME dedicated markets to flourish, two basic presumptions should be in place.
Firstly, benefits of SME accessing capital markets must outweigh the costs and secondly, there
should be right balance between adequate investor protection on one side and affordable costs
of SMEs` access to capital markets. However, size, depth and liquidity of securities markets may
present major problems for both, issuers and investors.
In this section we outline SMEs classification issue, followed by observations on main obstacles and challenges that local exchange markets face in promoting SMEs fundraising, with some
consideration given to Zagreb Stock Exchange, as it represents leading stock exchange among exchanges in Southeast Europe.
Current EU definition of SMEs has been developed for the purpose of controlling access to
state aid. However, this definition is widely used in other, sometimes, inadequate contexts such
as in the context of SMEs access to public capital markets. Under MiFID II, for the purpose of enabling easier access of SME to public capital markets and to accommodate the SMEs classification
issue, threshold for SME in amount od 100 million euros of market capitalization is proposed. Why
is SME classification relevant? Setting the criteria at too low a level would adversely impact investor perception of the SME markets as they would be regarded as only accommodating micro-cap,
illiquid companies with consequences of reducing investors appetite and confidence (ESMA Securities and Markets Stakeholder Group 2012).
The comparison of EU and WFE classification criteria “clearly shows that the current EU Commission definition is too restrictive if the aim is to focus on the promotion of financing of SMEs
by capital markets. Even for smallest exchanges, the number of SMEs according to EU definition
is smaller than the number of micro-cap” (Naacke & Hirsch, 2013:22). However, only SME companies according to EU criterion could be targeted by public schemes. Illustratively, according to
both WFE and FESE criteria, only four companies on Zagreb Stock Exchange would be classified
as large cap companies (INA d.d., HT d.d., Zagrebačka banka d.d., and PBZ d.d.) with approximately 80% of the listed companies classified as a micro companies thus confirming narrowness of EU
criterion for SMEs (see Table ). Although local markets, because of variety reasons, naturally tend
to be preparation hub for SME firms that wish subsequently to be listed on mainstream exchanges, majority of these firms (those classified in middle and small cap companies according to WFE
and FESE criteria) actually will not be qualified for various EU or local government schemes. This
classification gap is similar to other less developed markets.
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Table 3. Classification criteria for companies listed on Zagreb Stock Exchange
Criteria
WFE
in % of total companies
FESE
in % of total companies
EU (modified classification*)
in % of total companies

LARGE

MIDDLE

SMALL

MICRO

Total

4

14

22

146

186

2,2%

7,5%

11,8%

78,5%

100,0%

4

6

29

147

186

2,2%

3,2%

15,6%

79,0%

100,0%

58

53

57

18

186

31,2%

28,5%

30,6%

9,7%

100,0%

Source: Authors (based on ZSE market capitalization data available at http://zse.hr/default.aspx?id=34350).
1. The table includes only companies listed on ZSE and classified in one of the sectors due to their principal economic
activity for total of 188 companies. For companies with common and preferred shares, market capitalization is the sum
of both.
2. WFE: World Federation of Exchanges; FESE: Federation of European Exchanges; EU: European Union.
* EU classification is modified in order to add certain degree of comparability with market cap classification criteria.
Thus only size of assets is taken into account. The assumption made is that market capitalization represents one half of
the assets size.

In order to promote greater success of SME listed on public markets, two general types of
measures are implemented. One group of measures targets investors with main aim to expand
investors’ base and improve greater participation of investors, and the other group targets SMEs
with the aim to promote companies’ funding through public markets.
Ranked first, major obstacle that impacts investor interest in SMEs is lack of liquidity, followed
with lack of research coverage (CFA Institute 2013), with this two issues inevitably interrelated.
Having in mind that shares of SMEs are inherently less liquid, small-sized markets measured with
market capitalization and trading volumes furthermore accentuate investors` negative perception. In order to reduce information asymmetries, the liquidity of SME stocks can be improved
by research coverage. Tax incentives are one of the main ingredients of policies aimed at stimulating investments in small enterprise with growth potential but with little track record. (Arce et
al. 2011). Apart from tax incentives, there is another set of measures suggested by practitioners
that would possibly contribute to attracting investors interested in SME such as greater transparency, efficient market making mechanism, standardized trading platforms with low access costs,
reduced capital adequacy and risk weighting for institutional investors, better sell-side coverage,
etc.
Another group of measures that targets SMEs towards their greater participation on public
markets aims to reduce two types of barriers: cultural and economic (Arce et al. 2011). Cultural barriers refer to lack of familiarity of entrepreneurs with securities markets that result in biases against the option of going to the markets. Other obstacles include potential for the founder
to lose absolute control over the company and concerns over greater transparency. The basic antidote to this cultural barrier is providing adequate information by financial intermediaries and
companies managing the trading systems (Arce et al. 2011).
The economic barrier is related to expenses associated with the listing process. Costs and expenses of this nature can be prohibitive for smaller enterprises relative to their size. Yoo (2007)
points that successful new markets lower costs for firms by establishing flexible entry require-
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ments, instituting light corporate governance rules, and reducing financial fees for listing and
maintenance.
Thus, policy makers in certain countries developed various schemes11 intended to facilitate
the access of companies to the public markets. However, Arce et. al. (2011:35) suggest that “it
may be a good idea to examine other formulas which are less of a burden on public funds and
more effective in terms of encouraging more diligent behaviour on the part of the beneficiary
companies”
Clearly, finding the right balance between costs for the issuer and investor protection is more
of an art than the exact science. Properly designed, legal and regulatory framework may support
achievement of this objective. Grose & Friedman (2006:8) suggest that “taking into account typical characteristics of many emerging markets, the obstacles to development that they face, and
the difficulty of competing with global markets various, policy makers should “focus on development of a primary market that can provide capital to small and medium sized domestic companies, and related reasonable legal and regulatory framework that should not be a replica of regulatory environment in more developed markets but, instead, should concentrate on what is `necessary` rather than what would be `nice`”.

5. Conclusion
One of the main challenges nowadays for SMEs growth and development is to ensure access
to external financing. While there is an entire set of external financing alternatives, one particular form of equity financing gained closer attention of policymakers, and market operators in particular – notably, financing through specialized types of stock exchanges dedicated to small and
medium enterprises. Development of SME dedicated exchanges may benefit SMEs by enabling
them to have easier access to equity capital while at same time creating vibrant environment
for stronger development of local capital markets. There are additional advantages for companies raising funds through stock exchange such as the diversification of funding sources, access to
broader base of potential investors’ base, access to equity capital which generally enables carrying more debt in balance sheet, brand recognition and reputation. SME dedicated exchanges have
broadly based benefits for economy as a whole. Whereas in developed markets, such specialized
SMEs exchanges have already yielded results, developing markets still struggle with structural deficiencies that negatively affect capital markets in general and that impede stronger focus on such
efforts. Certain obstacles are lack of financial literacy, absence of “investment culture”, narrow
investment base, utter insensibility and lack of support of government policymaker for development of capital markets in general.
Setting the proper landscape in order for SME dedicated exchanges to flourish is a great challenge for policymakers and other stakeholders (market operator, venture capitalists, private equity funds etc.). Without true enthusiasm, merely creating a board for SME (or MTF dedicated to
SME) within the existing exchange does not promise success. Designing suitable architecture for
SME dedicated exchanges in developing countries takes time. Certainly, with respect to legal and
regulation framework, “one size fits all” approach does not work well, especially in developing

11

These schemes may encompass subsidies, loans on favorable terms, grants, tax breaks, and certain forms of technical assistance.
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countries with its own distinctiveness. We believe that in order for SME dedicated exchange to
prosper, for each country separately, unique tailor-made approach must be designed and implemented with careful evaluation of achievements on other more developed markets.
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Abstract
A precondition for overcoming the crisis and strengthening the competitiveness and growth
of small businesses, is creation of an entrepreneurial environment. The enterprise, as the
driving force of the economy, and the role of women and human resources in overcoming the crisis situation, will be the main topics of this paper. By encouraging women to become entrepreneurs a direct benefit would be the decrease of unemployment and with
more women at the manager positions the society could benefit through more stable and
successful businesses, according to different sources and research. This altogether could
be one of the ways to overcome the crisis. The first section of this paper will show why
entrepreneurship, entrepreneurs and generally human resources are important drivers of
economic growth. Special focus will be directed to women managers and women’s leadership style. The central part of the work will show how women entrepreneurship, with all its
problems and benefits, is contributing to the recovery of economy. Special attention will be
paid to those problems which all entrepreneurs face, and also to the measures which have
to be into consideration to overcome these problems as to achieve higher level of women
self-employment.
Key words: crisis, economic growth, women Entrepreneurship, human resources,
self- employment

1. Introduction
The global economic crisis, potentiated by the long-term mismanagement of the state, has
been manifested in Croatia as halt of the economic growth, increase of foreign debt, low levels of
production, lack of competitiveness of the domestic economy and increase of unemployment. In
2009 there was a decrease in employment of 4.1% or respectively every twenty-fifth working place has disappeared (Benolić, 2012:128 ). In relation to that, there has come to a decrease in the
purchasing power of citizens, foreign and domestic demand, while industrial production registered a decline of - 2.8%.
Human creativity and entrepreneurship are of essential importance to combine inputs in a
profitable manner, and institutional environment that will encourage entrepreneurs becomes a
critical determinant of economic growth (Kružić, 2007:185). With this approach, an entrepreneur and entrepreneurship have a central position in achieving long-term economic and social development. Investment in human resources, their knowledge, skills and competences, stimulation of new business ventures that lead to the establishment and development of enterprises, and
thus new jobs, are only a few of the activities that lead to economic growth.
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2. Entrepreneurship and human resources
as tools for overcoming economic crisis
Nowadays entrepreneurship is the vehicle of an ongoing entrepreneurial innovation that renews, transforms, and encourages the development of economies around the world. It generates:
•

emergence of new business ventures,

•

opening of many new jobs, and

•

renewal of “fresh blood” of national economies,

providing them with vitality, innovative products and services, and thereby increasing chances
for general cultural and social progress (Kružić, 2007:175).
Human resource management became popular in the late 1970s and since then human resource management has been strategically focused on achieving organizational performance and
competitiveness in increasingly volatile markets.
The assumption that economic crisis is affecting all segments of private and business life, is
very well evident in the nowadays popular perception of entrepreneurs. Twenty years ago, entrepreneurial careers were often generally underestimated and considered as a choice of those individuals who are too prone to taking risks and adventures (generally it was thought that people
who decided to become entrepreneurs were unable to get a state job) (Kružić, 2007:188), while
today entrepreneurs are considered as the main generators of the economic growth of society.
If he wants to reach a profit, entrepreneur must introduce a new product or service, a new
method of production (or sales) that has never before been applied, open a new market, hire
and retain employees who will with their competences and skills contribute to competitiveness
of enterprises; altogether entrepreneur must be an innovator. In nowadays economy based on
knowledge, value is the product of knowledge and information, and therefore organizations can
not generate profits without ideas, skills and talents of its employees, and that is the reason why
organizations must be directed at them, not at technology, factories and capital (Pološki Vokić,
Naoulo Bego, 2012:181). Conversance of employees and investing in their education and improvement is the basis of the company´s success. All developed countries consider education as a national priority and implement strategies of development, education and care that contribute highly
to the economic, social and cultural development of the society and personal development of its
members (Jurčević, 2007:99).
If we want to encourage people to fully exploit their potentials and make them interested in
constant learning and improving their knowledge and skills in purposes of organization, it is necessary to structure the organization in such way that people feel good in them, as if they were
at home, render their loyalty and ensure an atmosphere where they want to achieve their personal goals which in term should be identical to those of the organization (Pološki, 2003:39). Many
studies claim that women’s leadership style and their soft approach to managing and motivating
people, are highly favourable for achieving those objectives. With friendly and interactive style
of managing which is inherent to women style, power and informations are shared among employees, which favors the promotion of self-esteem, enthusiasm and job satisfaction. Participating in all aspects of the business makes the employees feel like part of the organization, so they
are more devoted and dedicated to the organization. While managers who implement male leadership style usually see their competitors for position and dominance in all employees, female
leadership style considers competition among employees not motivating for individuals and thus
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negative for the benefit of the organization. It is said that women, as well as managers who implement the female leadership style, naturally realize the importance of creating, developing and
maintaining good interpersonal relationships, and also the importance of listening to others, being sensitive to the needs of others, and encouraging of others to express their ideas, feelings,
perceptions and feedback (Pološki, 2003:42). Due to their negotiating skills, active listening and
ability to encourage their colleagues to talk, it can be sad that all organization need at least one
woman who can control difficult situations.
It can be said that dedicated human resources management contributes to the economic recovery in already established companies, but the question remains what is the situation with large number of women who do not have the opportunity to be a valuable resource in an enterprise? How can currently unemployed women and entrepreneurship altogether contribute to the
economic strength of a country?
Gender unemployment gap in Croatia is very high. According to statistics of unemployment
in Croatia, women still dominate in the structure of unemployed persons, although since 2008.
difference in unemployment between men and women has been decreasing. Also, it is important
to mention that unemployment rates are higher for less educated women.
Table 1. Statistics of unemployment
in Croatia
Table 1. Statistics
of unemployment in Croatia

Source:
http://statistika.hzz.hr/Statistika.aspx?tipIzvjestaja=2,(1.9.2014.)
(1.9.2014.)
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The European Commission’s Best Project defines a female entrepreneur as:
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be satisfied in employment status in many cases – more Croatian women are becoming increasingly interested in entrepreneurship.” (European Commission, 2012)
The trend of releasing people, detected in large companies, is still continuing so more and
more dismissed workers are entering in their own business ventures. Women are those who are
more willing to take risks and take initiative. In a situation where they are unemployed and forced
to find work for themselves and by themselves, women often find way out in self-employment.
Figures show that there are three times more self-employed women than men, and of 100 unemployed, there are five men and 15 women who will start a firm (MINPO, 2014).
The European Commission’s Best Project defines a female entrepreneur as:
-

A women who has created a business in which she has a majority shareholding and who
takes an active interest in the decision-making, risk-taking and day–to–day management
(European Commission, 2014).

Similarly, OECD analysis defines entrepreneurial activity by women as:
-

the establishment, management, growth and death of independent firms (OECD, 2014).

These definitions of entrepreneurship accord to many different sources of literature on entrepreneurship in such a way that broad working definition of women’s entrepreneurship and associated indicators may be identified as:
-

percentage of women who are self-employed;

-

percentage of women-owed business, and

-

entrepreneurship rate of women (European Commission, 2014).

It is beyond question that the small business sector is recognized as one of the main drivers
of economic growth. The share of micro, small and medium-sized subjects in the total number of
business entities in the Republic of Croatia amounts to 99.7% (MINPO, 2014). While in 2008 there
was only 18% of women entrepreneurs, in 2013 it increased to 25%. Also, among the craftsmen
the 33% are women, and the tendency of self-employment has a rising trend. But the situation
is still not satisfying and there is no reason for happiness because there is still a large number of
unemployed women who lack the incentive to develop their own business ventures.

3.1. Problems that women entrepreneurs encounter
The dominance of women among unemployed along with rising rate of poverty among women and the domination of men in entrepreneurial activity are just some of the reasons why women should be encouraged to self-employment and entrepreneurial ventures. According to one
GEM (Global Entrepreneurship Monitor) research, women have a lower perception about opportunities, a higher level of fear from failure and a lower level of confidence about their competences to run the business venture, which in total indicates that factors and barriers of environment
have a different impact on women than men (eg. women tend to have a more difficult access to
financial resources, they have weaker social networks, they don’t have sufficient support in organizing family life - eg. kindergarten places, the capacity to accommodate the elderly) (MINPO,
2014). It is fact that women more often initiate a business venture because of the perceived necessity than of the opportunity or the entrepreneurial spirit, what raises the issue of women’s readiness for such an activity.
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The development of women entrepreneurship is complicated by the various obstacles such as:
-

lack of advice, mentoring

-

lack of access to networks of entrepreneurs

-

lack of training and educational programs

-

difficult access to financial resources due to the lack of ownership of real estate

-

lack of social contacts (association of women, other forms of connectivity)

-

educational choices of women reduces women’s ability to drive technology-intensive
ventures

-

traditional views on the role of women in society

-

lack of support for women with two jobs (professions and family) - kindergartens, day
care in a school.

But the biggest problems for all entrepreneurs, regardless of their gender, are administrative barriers, unclear laws and funding. Crucial question is how to make it possible for women to
achieve a successful business but at the same time to satisfy their family strivings.

3.2. Mechanisms for the promotion of women entrepreneurs: Croatia
and the European Union
The Croatian Government wants to improve the opportunities for women to start, develop and run businesses in order to unleash the growth potential for women’s entrepreneurship.
From the year 2004, the Ministry of Entrepreneurship has been providing programs for enhancing
women entrepreneurs by having special programs only for women entrepreneurs. In Year 2012
women entrepreneurs were given a total of 58 grants and the whole amount was 8 million HRK
(European Parliament, 2014).
In 2014 the Croatian Government adopted the ˝2014-2020 Strategy on Development of the
Women’s Entrepreneurship in Republic of Croatia˝. The intention of this Strategy is to decrease
the number of unemployed women through encouraging women´s entrepreneurship and selfemployment and by generating a favorable environment for entrepreneurship. Activities that
should be undertaken by implementing this strategy, for example, are developing educational
programs for new entrepreneurs, providing special favorable credit lines, encouraging the establishment of business angels, ensuring broad awareness of self-employment, promotion of female
entrepreneurship through the analysis and research of women’s entrepreneurial ventures, subsidizing services for use of kindergartens, etc.
The strategy promotes networking among women entrepreneurs. Networks can play an important role in encouraging women to become entrepreneurs and help them in business with advice and information. Apart from The European Network to Promote Women’s Entrepreneurship,
which gathers representatives of governments from 30 European countries, there are also other
established networks that operate with similar goals, such as AFAEMME, WENETT, FemStart, and
others that you can see in the table below.
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Table 2. Networks Promoting women’s entrepreneurship
Name of organisation or association

Description
AFAEMME is a European and Mediterranean platform for projects
that promote gender equality in the labor market and the
access of women to decision-making positions in the economy.
AFAEMME currently comprises 37 businesswomen organizations
from Albania, Algeria, Croatia, Cyprus, Egypt, France, Greece,
Italy, Jordan, Lebanon, Malta, Montenegro, Morocco, Palestine,
the Principality of Monaco, Slovenia, Syria, Spain, Tunisia and
Turkey.
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Europe generally does not have enough small business owners and even has less of women entrepreneurs; in
Source:http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/policies/sme/promotingentrepreneurship/women/portal/index_
Source:http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/policies/sme/promotingentrepreneurship/women/portal/index_
year 2012 only 30% of all entrepreneurs in Europe were women (Europa, 2014). The European Union is trying
3, (2.9.2014.)
to resolve many of its problems related to the development of entrepreneurship by adopting measures and
3, (2.9.2014.)
policies that are primarily focused on the promotion of women in innovation and entrepreneurship.
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Europe generally does not have enough small business owners and even has less of women
entrepreneurs; in year 2012 only 30% of all entrepreneurs in Europe were women (Europa, 2014).
The European Union is trying to resolve many of its problems related to the development of entrepreneurship by adopting measures and policies that are primarily focused on the promotion of
women in innovation and entrepreneurship.
These are some of the specific mechanisms for the promotion of women in business:
-

Entreprenuership action plan (2004)

-

European Network of Female Entrepreneurship Ambassadors (2009)

-

Strategy for equality between women and men 2010 – 2015 (2010)

-

Women’s Charter (2010)

-

European Network of Mentors for Women Entrepreneurs (2011)

The European Commission has developed a Women Entrepreneurship Portal containing useful links, contacts, information on events and projects and other opportunities for networking of
women entrepreneurs in and between Member States of the European Union.

3.3. Example of good practice: Sweden
The Government of the Kingdom of Sweden implemented a number of initiatives in the area
of promoting the development of women’s entrepreneurship. Mentoring programs, trainings and
financial support are just some of the measures implemented and coordinated by the Swedish
Government.
Over 30% of all new businesses in Sweden are started by women. Some 22-28% of all existing
businesses are run by women. At the current rate of increase, every other new entrepreneur will
be a woman in 2023 (Government Offices of Sweden, 2014).
Given that the framework of this paper must be respected, here is a brief review of The Promoting Women´s Entrepreneurship programme, and also a list of some of the initiatives directed
to the promotion of women’s entrepreneurship in Sweden:
-

The Promoting Women’s Entrepreneurship programme

-

Ambassadors for women’s entrepreneurship

-

Mentoring programme

-

Styrelsekraft

-

Funding for innovation

-

Change of ownership initiatives

-

Counselling to women with foreign backgrounds - combined with micro-financing

-

Business and innovation development initiatives

-

Measures aimed at higher education institutions
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The Promoting Women’s Entrepreneurship programme
“The Swedish Agency for Economic and Regional Growth’s Promoting Women’s Entrepreneurship programme is to contribute to increasing new business start-ups among women and to promote growth among more of the businesses run by women. The programme is also to contribute
to encouraging more women to consider starting businesses, choose to run businesses on a fulltime basis and employ people. The measures are also to increase knowledge and expertise about
women’s entrepreneurship among the general public, in the business sector and among public sector actors, as well as to raise the profile of women entrepreneurs” (Government Offices of Sweden, 2014).
More women running businesses would mean that use is made of more business ideas and
that Sweden’s potential for increased employment and economic development is strengthened.
If women’s entrepreneurship continues to increase until it is as common as among men, it would mean 75 000 new businesses and some 278 000 new job opportunities (Government Offices
of Sweden, 2014).
In Sweden in 2006, women’s businesses employed 418 127 people and 293 928 (70 per cent)
of those employed at women’s businesses were other women. Also in same year women’s businesses in Sweden paid a total of SEK 91 billion in wages, more than SEK 10 billion in corporate tax,
more than SEK 30 billion in employee’s contributions as employers, and more than SEK 70 billion
in VAT on their turnover (Government Offices of Sweden, 2014).

4. Conclusion
New trends in the business behavior, styles of work and leadership styles, are favoring development of new ideas, implementation of new technologies and creation of team climate. Modern organizations are no more authoritarian, they are becoming less hierarchical and increasingly rely on team-work and consensus that all encourages creative thinking and generate new products and services. It supplements with women´s style of communication and cooperation that is
more and more expressed and becomes crucial for successful management of the organization
and rise of its competitiveness. It has been manifested that companies in which owners are women, are growing faster than those where women are not included (MINPO, 2014).
Despite the facts that entrepreneurship is a generator of economic development and that rise
of involvement of women through self-employment contributes a lot to strengthening of economic activities and that respectfully women entrepreneurship generates new employments and
values, women continue to dominate in the structure of unemployed people. The traditional understanding of role of women in society, together with lack of institutional support, role models
and access to networks of women entrepreneurs, as well as difficult access to financial resources, are just some of the difficulties that women meet in starting their independent businesses.
Through strengthening and encouraging women’s entrepreneurship, the Croatian economy
and the society may be on track to achieve their potential and raise the standard of living of citizens. To improve the situation and to encourage female entrepreneurship, national, regional and
local authorities should create continuity of the implementation of measures and instruments
that will foster growth and development. More investment in research and development, innovation and increase exports, development of business networks, improving access to finance for
SMEs ( Small and medium enterprises ), active promotion of entrepreneurship, improving entre-
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preneurial skills through training and improving the entrepreneurial business environment are activities that must be undertaken in the coming years.
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Summary
Recently, there is an increasing trend towards use of business simulations in all levels of education in educational institutions. They are using business simulation games as enhancements to the traditional learning environment. Business simulation or business simulation
games as a form of experiential learning are focused on improving business decision making
skills by using students natural capacity for technology.
Business simulations provide a space in which learning is an outcome of tasks stimulated
and executed by the content of the simulation, while the knowledge is developed through
the content of the simulation, and skills are developed as a result of playing the simulation
game.
While it is commonly accepted that information technology has changed the way how we
work, live, learn and entertain, it has been proven that nowaday students’ attitudes and aptitudes are framed by an IT and media-rich environment.
This paper presents the results of the survey conducted among the students of third grade
of high schools in Croatia. The purpose of the research was to explore levels of digital and
entrepreneurial competencies before and after training and competition using business
simulation games as a tool. The results showed that the level of students’ digital and entrepreneurial competencies cumulatively grown about 10%. Adding to the results the additionally conducted interviews and calculating the impact of increased competencies to the operating business results of their virtual companies, we can say that their competencies have
been increased even more (20%)
Key words: entrepreneurship, education, knowledge, business simulation games

JEL Classification: L26, I25, D83, O33

Introduction
Supporting and assisting students in developing high level competencies is very challenging.
Students are expected to develop a broad range of skills (critical thinking, problem solving and
cognitive skills) in order to be prepared to manage effectively at their future work. The economy
is changing rapidly generating more and more requirements towards the students in terms of developing an ability to be skilful, flexible and adaptable.
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Nevertheless, the conventional methods and tools used for teaching business skills are insufficient to cope with the complexity of contemporary organizations and unpredictable market dynamics (Achtenhagen et al., 1993, Baker & O’Neil, 2002, Lehtinen, 2002, Machuca, 2000). That requires transformation of teaching approaches and educational methods.
New methods of teaching leadership and other practical skills which can meet those new requirements and prepare students to better cope with the complexity of the business world could
be implementation of business simulation games into their lectures.
Business simulations as active methods of teaching and learning, can be used in the upper
classes of high school, during higher education and in adult education. Value of the implementation of business simulations in the learning process is in developing of two competences for lifelong learning: the entrepreneurial and digital (according to the European Parliament and European Council, 2006).
Business simulation games serve as a realistic representation of the real operations in a virtual environment, and use it to develop managerial skills primarily in corporate decision-making.
Contemporary economic development requires re-orientation and ongoing modification of
educational programs, while the learning process is expected to be focused on strengthening the
knowledge, skills and attitudes in line with labor market needs.
Business models, competitive dynamics and strategic challenges have a dramatic impact to
the organisational success. Sweeping forces in today’s business environment are accelerating the
pace of change. A deep understanding of market dynamics, organization fundamentals, key challenges and trade-offs, and financial levers are critical for entrepreneurs and managers to succeed
in the contemporary businesses.
Business simulations enable managers to experience the competitive dynamics, general
trends, business challenges, interdependencies and profitability drivers that are unique to an industry, and therefore, the business simulations are useful method in the development of human
resources in support of decision-making in most business organizations.
“Simulation games are one very efficient and practical tool to improve the human integration
dimension. This means both integration among different people working in the same business process chain and integration between the human and the IT systems.” (Savolainen, 1997, p. 221)

Definition of business simulation
Conventionally, a business organization is “an entity formed for the purpose of carrying
on commercial enterprise” (Encyclopaedia Britannica). Thus, with the aim of defining business
simulation game, business will be considered as a synonym of “related to the management of
organizations.”
Regarding to Carson (1969), “Business games are case studies with feedback and a time dimension added” (p. 39). Although some business simulation games do not provide detailed feedback (such as an evaluation of the player’s performance), almost all of them provide results in
terms of at least a final score that can be used as the ground for feedback in sense of realisation
of simulation objectives.
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Very often there is in use the term management simulator as a synonym for business simulator. Actually, a number of the definitions for business simulations in the literature use the word
management as synonymous with business (Maier and Größler, 2000).
Baldissin, De Toni, and Nonino (2007) states, “Management games are all the simulations used
to support managerial learning through an experience that features competition and rules in the
socio-economic environment” (p. 10). Ruohomaki (1995) suggests that simulation and simulation
game can be distinguished as follows:
•

A simulation is a working representation of reality; it may be an abstracted, simplified or
accelerated model of a process. It purports to have a relevant behavioural similarity to the
original system.

•

A simulation game combines the features of a game (competition, cooperation, rules, participants, roles) with those of a simulation (incorporation of critical features of reality). A
game is a simulation game if its rules refer to an empirical model of reality. (pp. 13-14)

Pasin and Giroux, (2011), define business simulation games as a representation of the real situation using simplified simulation model imitating some business situations or processes. According to Eilon (1963) business simulation games have a threefold purpose:
•

they can be used as training tools (in which players must face the consequences of their
decisions),

•

they provide an overall view of corporate strategic functions, and

•

they can simulate market trends in order to improve a player’s capacity to face changes.

A graphical representation of the set of games and its subsets is shown in Figure 1
Figure 1. A graphical representation of the set of games and its subsets.
Figure 1. A graphical representation of the set of games and its subsets.

Source: Greco, Baldissin, & Nonino, (2013), p.648

Source: Greco, Baldissin, & Nonino, (2013), p.648
Eilon (1963) was the first classifying business simulation gamess in terms of their design
characteristics as:
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Eilon (1963) was the first classifying business simulation gamess in terms of their design characteristics as:
•

total enterprise or functional,

•

interacting or noninteracting,

•

computer or noncomputer

and according to their expected use:
•

as a part of a general management training program,

•

for selling new techniques or procedures, or

•

for conducting research (e.g., on the behavior of systems, on the decision-making processes of individuals, or on the interaction of individuals within a team).

In order to identify simulation learning objectives, Gentry & Burns (1981) suggest using Bloom’s
taxonomy. The six levels of learning identified by Bloom (1959) are: basic knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, objective synthesis, and objective evaluation. Gentry & Burns stated
that “the level of learning taught should be determined very early. If, in fact, the purpose of the
course is to provide an awareness of the general topic area, then methodologies aimed at higher
levels of learning may be counter-productive” (1981, p49).
The major desired outcomes typically can be sorted into three categories; learning, attitude
and behaviour (Faria, 2001, Hsu, 1989, Knotts & Keys, 1997):

Literature review
The history of business simulation games began in China in the year 3000 BC where they have
been used as board and war games. Wolfe (1993) dates the modern business simulation game to
year 1956 when the first widely known business simulation game, under the name Top Management Decision Simulation, was developed (Meier et al., 1969). That game was the first practical
and successful business simulation. From that time, as Kibbee has reported, the number of business simulation games grew rapidly, and, already in year 1961, it was estimated that there were
existing over 100 business games and that over 30,000 managers have played at least one business game (Kibbee et al., 1961).
There exists quite extensive literature exploring learning in a simulated environment. Many
studies are questioning the validity of the business simulations for education purposes (Greenlaw
and Wyman, 1973, Wolfe, 1985). Thorngate and Carroll (1987) found that luck or success in playing the simulation game correlated with the number of players, in defining a winner, as well as the
structure of the contest have no significant difference regarding the chances that the best person would win. In the report they have implicated that learning and performance are not related. Keys and Wolfe (1990), claim that simulations are internally valid for a strategic management
course, while Wolfe and Roberts (1993) state that business simulation games have external validity in predicting future career success of players.
Watson (1981) states that business simulation games have been used in business schools since
1957. A survey conducted in 1962 reported that 71.1% of 107 schools included into survey, were
using simulation games in at least one course (Dale and Klasson 1962). Faria (1987) reported that
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95% of schools used at least one business simulation game in their program during the 1985-1986
academic year.
Faria and Schumacher (1984) surveyed a business simulations usage in management training programs. Other authors have examined business game usage in selected courses (Williams,
1987; Hegarty, 1976; and Summers and Boyd, 1985).
The number of studies report about increasing popularity of business simulations.Over a 20
years ago, it has been estimated that more than 5,000 U.S. companies use business simulations in
corporate training and development programs (Faria, 1989). Joldersma & Guerts (1998) have indicated that use of business simulations is also widespread in Europe. Thus it can be assumed that
the use of business simulations by universities and business schools is based on the on the belief
that they can contribute in achieving of learning objectives (Gentry & Burns, 1981).
Clear learning objectives are crucial for introduction of business simulation games into learning environment. An extensive number of studies has been published trying to determine whether business simulations are effective at helping students achieve learning objectives (Greenlaw &
Wyman, 1973; Keys, 1976; Gentry, McBain & Burns, 1979, Wolfe, 1985; Miles, Biggs & Schubert,
1986, Gartner, 1993Malik & Howard, 1996, Anderson & Lawton, 1997).
Whiteley and Faria (1989) indicate that business simulation games can be effective in improving quantitative skills of players, while their contribution in improving the acquisition of theoretical knowledge is questionable. In terms of pedagogical value, business simulations may significantly contribute to the development of decision making and interpersonal communication skills
(Wellington and Faria, 1991).
Since their introduction, the main objective of using business simulation games was to be a
learning tool. In a management training, entrepreneurial learning and decision-making courses
the business simulation game is an element of course structure (Ricciardi et al., 1957). Over the
years, “the use of games and simulations in economics has become well established, with a welldeveloped body of literature to support their use in the teaching environment” (Sutcliffe, 2002, p.
2). In that sense, business simulations may be considered to be effective at improving business
skills (Greco & Murgia, 2007; Rachman-Moore & Kennet, 2006). Some authors argue that evaluation methodologies lack a scientific rigor, and that it is difficult to demonstrate that learning occurred through simulation (Gosen and Washbush, 2004, Anderson & Lawton, 2009).
A number of studies have reported about benefits of using simulation games for educational
purposes (Aldrich, 2004, Kafai, 2006, Lainema & Nurmi, 2006). Thus, business simulation games
provide multiple benefits, such as:
•

motivation for learning (Garris, Ahlers, & Driskell, 2002),

•

complex approaches to learning processes and outcomes (Sterman, 2001),

•

student engagement (Kiili & Lainema, 2008),

•

active-learning techniques (Oblinger, 2004).

Considering their advantages, business simulation games can serve as an innovative pedagogical approach to teaching business concepts (Aldrich, 2004; Prensky, 2001).
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Learning and business simulations
Action learning “aims to enhance the capacities of students in everyday situations to investigate, understand and if they wish, to change those situations in an ongoing fashion with a minimum of external help” (Morgan and Ramirez, 1983, p9).
Therefore learning is empowering people to act in a rational way and to develop critical thinking skills helping them to solve real problems and taking a purposeful and logical actions (Brookfield, 1995).
Business simulation games are providing a structured risk-free environment for learning complex problems. Shubik (1975), states that most business simulation games in a professional context could be categorised in terms of teaching, training, operations and entertainment. “Games
used to replicate and teach models and processes that employ the use of a human in a particular
role, actual or simulated are called simulation games” (Shubik, 1975).
There are a number of learning layers in business simulation games. Players can learn from
the contextual information contained in the dynamics of the game, from the process of playing
the game, and as well, as from analysing the risks, benefits, costs, outcomes and rewards resulting from decision making. Simulations are considered to be more realistic than alternative learning methods (e.g. Nel et al., 1996).
The learning supported by business simulation games could be broadly divided into three
categories;
•

learning as a result of tasks stimulated by the content of the simulation games,

•

knowledge developed through the content of the simulation game,

•

skills arising as a result of playing the game.

Business simulations vs traditional teaching methods
Gilgeous and D’Cruz (1996) compare the use of games with traditional teaching methods.
Briefly the comparisons were as follows:
•

The lecture. Games are used to support rather than replace lectures.

•

The case study. A case study is usually a snapshot of a real company’s situation at a given moment in time,. A game can also represent a snapshot of a hypothetical company
controlled by the designer. The advantage of a game is that the game can be repeated or
restarted with new ideas, whereas a case study can only really be used once.

•

The role play. Games provide much more personal interaction than role plays. Role plays
are limited by the fact that individuals are presuming roles of which they have very little
experience, but the positions presumed in games are very real.

Attributes of Games as Learning Environments
Business simulation games have many attributes of effective learning environments because
they include elements of urgency, complexity, learning by trial-and-error and scoring points. They
also support active learning, experiential learning, problem - based learning and provide immediate feedback.
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Business simulation games also offer advantages in terms of motivation. “Games inspire players to seek out data and information in order to be successful rather than starting with facts and
figures and then figuring out how they may be relevant” (Rickard and Oblinger, 2004).
Table 2 below highlights some principles of good pedagogy and parallels in a simulation
environment.
Table 2. Some principles of good pedagogy and parallels in a game environment
Principles

Description

Application in Sinmulations

Individualization

Learning is tailored to the needs of
the individual

Simulation games adapt to the level
of the individual

Feedback

Immediate and contextual feedback
improves learning and reduces
uncertainty

Simulation games provide immediate
and contextualized feedback

Active learning

Learning should engage the learner in
active discovery and construction of
new knowledge

Simulation games provide an active
environment which leads to discovery

Motivation

Students are motivated when
presented with meaningful and
rewarding activities

Simulation games engage users for
hours of engagement in pursuit of a
goal

Social

Learning is a social and participatory
process

Simulation games can be played
with others (e.g., multiplayer games)
or involve communities of users
interested in the same game

Scaffolding

Learners are gradually challenged
with greater levels of difficulty in a
progression that allows them to be
successful in incremental steps

Simulation games are built with
multiple levels; players cannot move
to a higher level until competence is
displayed at the current level

Transfer

Learners develop the ability to
transfer learning from one situation
to another

Simulation games allow users to
transfer information from an existing
context to a novel one

Assessment

Individuals have the opportunity
to assess their own learning and/or
compare it to that of others

Simulation games allow users to
evaluate their skill and compare
themselves to others

Source: Oblinger, (2004), p. 14

Business simulation games are a performance-based environment.“Learning through performance requires active discovery, analysis, interpretation, problem-solving, memory and physical
activity which results in the sort of extensive cognitive processing that deeply ro o t s learning in a
well - developed neural network” (Foreman, 2003).
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Research on the level of digital and entrepreneurial
competences among vocational school students
conducted under the Competitive Youth project
The project Competitive Youth was developed between Hotel and Tourism Industry School
from Opatija, Croatia, Private Grammar School and Economic School Katarina Zrinski from Zagreb, Croatia and Cesim Ltd. From Helsinki, Finland under the IPA fund (Instrument for Pre-Accession) in 2012.
The general aim of the project was to pilot new educational tools which in term could be used
for modernization of curriculums of vocational schools in the field of tourism and economy in order to enable the students to develop the adequate level of digital and entrepreneurial skills. This
would promote them as competitive individuals on the labour market according to Croatian and
European, educational, touristic and development strategies and all this in order to contribute to
the development of Croatia as an ecologically, socially and economically sustainable state.
Specific objective of the project, among others, was to raise the level of digital and entrepreneurial competences among vocational school students. In order to measure and do this, a research on digital and entrepreneurial competences with students from 5 schools had been conducted. After the research, students from the test groups participated in the training for business simulation games and entered the “Piece of Cake” competition. Upon the end of the competition, the post analysis of digital and entrepreneurial competences was conducted upon use of
this new, innovative teaching/training tool.
Since the research was conducted as a part of the project and since there were neither enough
funds nor time to conduct a big scale research, it was adapted for the needs of this project. This
is why the results should be taken as indices which point the direction for the development of the
new curriculums.
Five vocational schools participated in the research with 116 students. A two part questionnaire regarding digital and entrepreneurial competences was developed. The results of the preanalysis indicated the following:
The highest percentage of the correct answers in the survey on digital competencies was
54%, while the lowest was 25% of the correctly answered questions. Regarding entrepreneurial
competences, the highest percentage of the correct answers was 61% while the lowest was only
7,14%. When all the results were summed up, it was evident that the level of the mentioned skill
was not satisfactory and to amend this there was a need for a more systematic approach.
Following the survey, training for students as the introduction to the “Piece of Cake” competition was held. The purpose of this training was to introduce the simulation games to the students and show the benefits of this interactive tool and to instruct them on how to use the user
interface.
Altogether 63 students from the 5 mentioned schools were trained. Immediately upon the
training session, the students entered the pilot competition “Piece of Cake”. The competition was
very successful which was concluded upon the log in statistics of the students that can be found
on the user interface, their feedback to the professors/trainers during classes and especially their
results and success in the game. They were generally eager to play the game and very much involved in it during, almost the entire process because the computer game is a tool they are fond
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of and they learn easily while playing. The ranking list was made according to the key indicators:
share of profits in own universe, % and cumulative profit. The winning team was from Opatija.
Upon the end of the competition a post - analysis was conducted. Due to the end of the school
year that coincided with the end of the competition, it was challenging to get all the same students to participate in the survey so there were 97 of them who filled in the questionnaire. The
first part of the questionnaire was completely the same, 7 questions for measuring the level of
digital competences and 7 for measuring entrepreneurial competences. Nevertheless, some new
questions were added to the questionnaire since the professors detected the need include a set
of questions regarding economic content which was most practiced while playing the simulation game, but at the same time general enough so they could be answered even without playing
the game. Results related to the same 14 questions were analysed separately from the results of
the 7 added questions. This first part indicated an increase of 10% in digital and entrepreneurial
competences. But, when the results from the 7 added questions were taken into consideration,
as well as the results of conducting business in virtual teams, they indices that there has come to
an increase of around 20% in the mentioned competences after involvement of the new educational tool.

Education conducted for a managerial team from a telecom
corporation in business simulation games
The training Simulation of Strategy and International Business Management was part of an educational programme for 9 members of middle management of a Croatian telecom company. It
was designed to test their competences after having finished the theoretical part of the educational programme through a mini, tailor made, MBA course. The participants were divided into
three teams (3x3) and they rotated in their internal positions in order to experience all managerial and organizational aspects of running this type of business
The training was carefully set up in order to balance the participants who came with different
set of skills and background and ensure reaching the goal of the training: capacity building that
can be implemented in their organization and that will enable them to respond better to the managerial challenges in the dynamic surroundings.
Main results of the training were the following:
-

Increase in understanding of functional areas of business with the participants as well as application of previously acquired knowledge and skills in a challenging and motivating way

-

Participants further developed their managerial potential and made a step forward towards
taking over strategic managerial positions in their firm in the future

-

Participants acquired new managerial and business competencies. Participants synthesized
knowledge and practical skills and this developed a critical eye and creative approach to
business.

Overall, the trainers detected potential for directing certain participants towards strategic
managerial positions, especially among the winning team members after the gamification training. This training revealed the potential that should be further incited and developed and it has
allowed us an insight in the mechanism of effect of the business simulation games in managerial
education and capacity building.
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Conclusions
Our experience with business simulation games through academic and corporate trainings as
well as research conducted emphasised the following advantages of using business simulations
in learning processes:
•

users consider simulations as stimulating and enjoyable, a clear prerequisite of learning.

•

simulations enable demonstration and development of teamworking skills.

•

simulations provide a risk-free environment at both individual and organisational level

•

when used in classrooms, simulations add a valuable type of learning activity which contrasts with and complements other methods such as case studies or lectures.

•

provide experiential learning and hands-on approach

•

allow experimentation with new strategies without the risk of irreversible consequences
for the company, very important in corporate trainings

•

provide rapid and clear feedback about the consequences of players decisions

•

enable the development of teamwork skills

•

stimulate interest and motivation of the users

•

encourage problem-solving skills, creativity and critical thinking,

•

are efficient and fun

As one student stated after using the simulation game: “The theory provides a theoretical
framework and simualtions allow its’ practical use.”
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Upute za suradnike
Časopis UČENJE ZA PODUZETNIŠTVO objavljuje izvorne znanstvene, pregledne i stručne radove koji neposredno ili posredno reflektiraju tematiku učenja i obrazovanja za poduzetništvo.
Objavljuju se samo prethodno neobjavljeni radovi.
Autor ili autori snose odgovornost za uvažavanje etike znanstvenika, napose glede korištenja
dijelova teksta preuzetih od drugih autora te odgovornosti da isti rad nije prethodno već negdje objavljivan.
Časopis izlazi dva puta godišnje. Prema potrebi, izdavat će se i izvanredni brojevi (Special Issue). Radove treba uredništvu dostaviti u digitalnom obliku, Word format. Svaki tekst treba biti
opremljen sljedećim podacima i prilozima: ime i prezime autora, sažetak na hrvatskom jeziku
(najviše do 1000 znakova) s popisom ključnih riječi, naziv ustanove ili organizacije u kojoj autor ili
autori rade te elektroničku adresu autora. Sažetak treba biti preveden na engleski jezik. Ako
je tekst pisan na engleskom jeziku treba priložiti preveden sažetak na hrvatski (bosanski ili srpski)
jezik. Autori su dužni dostaviti lektoriran tekst te pregledan odgovarajućim spelling check (hrvatski, engleski, bosanski, srpski jezik).
Opseg radova, uključujući i sažetak, bibliografiju, bilješke i mjesto za grafičke priloge može
iznositi najviše 15 stranica, odnosno oko 30.000 znakova (slova).
Grafički prilozi moraju biti izraženi crnobijelo.
Svaki put kada se u tekstu navode tuđe riječi, rečenice, sintagme, podaci i sl., izvor se daje u
tekstu, a ne u bilješkama ispod teksta. Referencija se stavlja u zagrade te sadrži prezime autora,
godinu izdanja i, u slučaju doslovnog navoda, stranicu, npr. (Holmberg, 1977: 23).
U popisu literature na kraju rada treba navesti samo pune podatke o svim djelima koja se
spominju u referencama i to abecednim redom po prezimenima autora i kronološkim redom za
radove istog autora, primjerice:
1. Škrtić, M. i Mikić, M. (2011). Poduzetništvo.Zagreb: Sinergija nakladništvo d.o.o.
2. Pfeifer, S. & Borozan, Đ. (2011). Fitting Kolb´s learning style theory to entrepreneurship learning aims and contents. International journal of business research. 11 (2); 216223.
3. Grundry, L. K. & Kickul, J. R. (2007). Entrepreneurship strategy : changing patterns in new venture creation, growth, and reinvention.Thousand Oaks, Calif.: Sage Publications
4. Algom, D. (1992). Psychophysical analysis of pain: A functional perspective. U: H. G. Geissler, S.
W. Link i J. T. Townsend (Ur.), Cognition, information processing, and psychophysics: ba sic issues (str. 267291). Hillsdale: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates.
5. www izvori ili tekst na web stranici
Ime(na) autora (ako je/su poznata), naslov dokumenta, datum nastanka (ako se razlikuje od datuma pristupa izvoru), naslov potpunog djela (italic), potpuna http adresa, i datum pristupa dokumentu.
Primjeri web stranica:
Nancy, S. (2011), The Chemistry Teaching Program for Developing the Senior High School
Students’ Entrepreneurial Attitudes(ED529908). http://www.eric.ed.gov/PDFS/ED529908.pdf
(preuzeto 15. 06. 2012.)
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International Business and Strategy Management Simulation Game. http://www.cesim.com/
simulations/cesimglobalchallengeinternationalbusinessstra tegysimulationgame/ (Preuzeto:
10. 06. 2012.).
Sažetak rada treba ukazati na svrhu rada, napomene o metodi i uzorku, najvažnije rezultate i
zaključak. Sažetak se prilaže na posebnom papiru, s navedenim imenom i prezimenom autora, naslovom rada i oznakom «sažetak».
Na kraju sažetka, pod oznakom «ključne riječi» treba abecednim redom navesti najvažnije pojmove koji se obrađuju u tekstu (pet pojmova).
Uz rad treba dostaviti podatke o autoru (ili autorima), akademske titule, radno mjesto te vlastitu elektronsku adresu. Ti se podaci objavljuju uz članak.
Radovi u UČENJE ZA PODUZETNIŠTVO objavljuju se na hrvatskom, engleskom te srpskom
i bosanskom jeziku. za svaki rad koji je pisan na hrvatskom, srpskom ili bosanskom jeziku objavljuje se sažetak na engleskom jeziku, a za svaki rad pisan na engleskom jeziku objavljuje se sažetak
na hrvatskom jeziku.
Uredništvo pridržava pravo odlučivanja o izboru tekstova i redoslijedu objavljivanja.
Najmanje dva neovisna recenzenta recenzirat će sve prispjele radove.
Radovi objavljeni u časopisu UČENJE ZA PODUZETNIŠTVO se ne honoriraju.
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Guidelines for collaborators
The journal „Entreprenurial Learning“ publishes original scientific, easytoconsult and professional papers which directly or indirectly consider the topic of learning and education for entrepreneurship. Only previously unpublished papers will be published.
The author or authors have responsibility to respect scientific ethics, especially regarding the
usage of text parts taken from other authors or previously published papers.
The journal is published twice a year. According to the need, special editions will be
published as well.
The papers should be submitted to the editorial board in digital form, in Microsoft Office
Word. Each text must contain the following information and appendices: name and surname of
the author, summary in Croatian language (up to 1000 characters) with a list of keywords, the
name of the institution or organization in which the author or authors work and email address of
the author.
The summary should be translated to English. If the text is written in English, a summary translated to Croatian (Bosnian or Serbian) language should be attached to it as well. The aut- hors
should submit a text which is languageedited and revised with an appropriate spelling check (Croatian, English, Bosnian, Serbian).
The volume of the papers, including the summary, references, notes and space for graphic appendices can amount to 15 pages the most, i.e. 30 000 characters (letters).
Graghic appendices must be black and white.
Every time when the text indicates someone’s words, sentences, syntagms, data, etc. the
source should be quoted in the text, not in the footnotes. The reference is put into parentheses,
and it should contain the author’s surname, year of publication, and in case of literal quotation, the page, for example: (Holmberg, 1977: 23).
Only complete information about all the works mentioned in the references, in alphabetical
order(according to the authors’ surnames) and in chronological order (for the works of the same
author)should be indicated in the list of references at the end of the paper, for example:
1. Škrtić, M. i Mikić, M. (2011). Poduzetništvo.Zagreb: Sinergija nakladništvo d.o.o.
2. Pfeifer, S. & Borozan, Đ. (2011). Fitting Kolb´s learning style theory to entrepreneurship le arning aims and contents. International journal of business research. 11 (2); 216223.
3. Grundry, L. K. & Kickul, J. R. (2007). Entrepreneurship strategy : changing patterns in new venture creation, growth, and reinvention.Thousand Oaks, Calif.: Sage Publications
4. Algom, D. (1992). Psychophysical analysis of pain: A functional perspective.U: H. G. Geissler, S.
W. Link i J. T. Townsend (Ur.), Cognition, information processing, and psychophysics: basic issues (str. 267291). Hillsdale: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates.
5. www sources or website texts
Name(s) of the author(s) (if familiar), title of document, date of creation (if different from the
date of access to the source), title of complete work (italic), complete http address, and date
of access to the document.
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Examples of web pages:
Nancy, S. (2011), The Chemistry Teaching Program for Developing the Senior High School
Students’ Entrepreneurial Attitudes (ED529908). http://www.eric.ed.gov/PDFS/ED529908.
pdf(downloaded: 15.06.2012.)
International Business and Strategy Management Simulation Game. http://www.cesim.com/
simulations/cesimglobalchallengeinternationalbusinessstrategysimulati ongame/ (downloaded: 10. 06. 2012.)
The paper summary should also indicate the purpose of the paper, notes about the method
and sample, the most important results and a conclusion. The summary is attached on a special
paper, and indicates the name and surname of the author, the title of the paper and the denotation ‘’summary’’.
At the end of the summary, under the denotation ‘’keywords’’, the most important terms from
the text (five terms) should be indicated in alphabetical order. Information about the author(s),
academic title, work place and electronic address should be submitted with the paper. This information is published with the paper.
The papers in „Entrepreneurial Learning“ are published in Croatian, English, Serbian and Bosnian language. For every paper in Croatian, Serbian or Bosnian a summary in English should also
be published, and for every paper written in English a summary in Croatian should be published.
The editorial board keeps the right to decide about the selection of papers and the order of
publication. At least two independent reviewers will revise all the submitted papers. The pa- pers
published in the journal „Entrepreneurial Learning“ will not be remunerated.
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Bilješke/Notes

